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ABS T RACT
The present research investigation deals wit h the structural behaviou r of two-way
slabs made with high-strength concrete subjected to punching shear .
A high-str ength concrete mix , suitab le for offshore applications, was developed
using conventional cemen t and aggregates available in Newfoundland . The incor-
poration of silica fume and high-range water reducing agent made it possible to
achieve high strengths at early ages. A com pressive strength of 70 MPa at 28 days
was achieved for concrete mix incorpora ti ng 12 % class F flyash, 8 %condensed silo
ica fume and a high-range water reducing agent of napht halene forma ldehyde base.
The relevant rheological and mechanical properties of the mix were examined. In
add ition, an ex pe rimental program was ca rried out to stu dy the effect of cold ocean
water, simula ted under laboratory condit ions, on t he mechanic al properti es of green
high-strength concrete containing silica fume and fly ash .
Sevent een slabs were test ed in the str uctural laborato ry at M.U.N. T he effect
of the reinforcement ratio, conc rete strength, slab dept h and column size on the
behaviour of the slabs was investigated. T he st ruct ural behavio ur of the tes ted
slabs with regard to deformations, strains, ult imate capac it.y,and modes of failure
was examined. Test results revealed tha t the present North Amer ican Codes are
unsafe for high-str ength concrete slabs, since they overes timate the influence of the
concrete s trength, as a factor, on the ultimate capacity of two-way slabs.
Based on the test results, a mechanical model was adopted. The formu lation
takes into account the actual behaviou r of the high-s trength conc rete and steel.
The proposed model gave a fairly good agreemen t between the predicted and ex-
perimental punching loads.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years , considerable attention has been given to the use of silica fume as
a partial replace ment for cement to produce hig h-stre ngt h concrete. High-strengt h
concret e is used for offshore platforms, marine structu res, bridges. tal l buildings
and long span br idges. Recent ly, a grav ity based str ucture utilizing high-strengt h
concrete bas been recommended for the Hibernia development off the eastern coast
of Newfoundlan d. High-strength concrete, containing m ineral admixtures such as
ailicaIume, is rela tive ly impe rmeab le. Hence , it offers gr eat prom ise for the dura-
bility problem associated with marine and offshore structures situated in the harsh
Nort h Atlantic .waters. Furthermore, the com pressive st rength is the fundamen-
tal bas is for de sign and quality eseessme nv, and has a. majo r impact on the cos t
effectiveness of each platform.
In spit e of the wide use of high-str ength conc rete, very little informat ion is ava il-
able on the m aterial and struct ural behaviour of this m aterial. In the lese decade ,
some research has been conducted on the struct ural behaviour of high-strength
beams . However, to t he best of t he aut hor's kn owledge, no investiga tion has been
reported on the two way slab structural behaviour and punching characteris tics o f
high-strength concret e .
The present building code sp ecifications for shear st rength of reinforced concrete
slabs are based on the test result s of slabs made with relatively low compressive
strengths, varying mostly from 14 to 40 MPa. These design provisions may not
apply to situ a t ions ir-volving parameters different than those upon which the em-
pirical equation s are based. He nce, it is necessary to re-examine the present shear
design methods as t hey apply to high-st rength concrete .
Offshore concrete platforms have proven thei r wort h in the harsh North Sea
environment fo r the pas t decade. They now face the add itional challenges posed by
the North Atlantica nd the Arct ic Offshore fron t iers. Offshore str uctures frequently
have a concret e perimeter wall which is normally designed to resist the impact of
iceon the str uct ure. Both flat and curved exter ior walls have been used. Thus , t he
concrete plate and shell panels represent the most predominant structural element
ed in the walls of concrete offshore pl atforms.
Th e present rese-crcn, trigg ered by the pot ent ial development of offshore oil
exploration for Hibern ia, includes a pa rt of a research programme at Memorial
university, in which t he use of high-stre ngth concrete, as a stru ctural material for
potentia l arct ic and su b-arctic struct ures, is bei ng investigated.
1.1 Scope
The main objecti ve o f the m a terial investigat ion is to deter mine th e basic me-
chanical properties of high-stre ngth concrete containi ng silica fume and By ash. A
high-strength concret e mix was developed using local aggregates and convent ional
cement. The mix ha.d to be suitab le for offshore applica tions. The effect of cold
ocean water on the mtchankal propert ies or high-st ren &thco ncrete containi ng . i1ica
fume and fiy ash was ,150 stu died.
The presen t re sea.rch investigat ion addroses t he struc t ur al behaviour or two
way-slab syste ms made with high-stre ngth concre t e. Filt ee n high-st rength con-
crete slabs and two norma l st rength concre te slahs , were t es ted. T he slabs wert'
sym metrica l and t hey were loaded through a colum n stub by a hydraulic act uator
in displac ...ment co n trol. Different measuremen ts (de£ormat io ns, str a ins, etc .] were
collec ted d uring t he course or testi ng. The behavi our or t he slabs were obs erved
and the t est resulla and o bservation were analyzed .
Based o n the s tra in meas urements and test res ults, a mechanica l model WIL!J
.ieveloped to predict the ultimate capacit y of high- strengt h two-way slabs. The
model uses the st r a in compatibility and equ ilibrium equations of an assu med Ixllure
crit eria.
1.2 O :' je c t ive s
The main objecti ves of this research inves tiga tion can bes ummarized as {olio"..,:
1. To develop a higb-stren~th concre te mix , ror offshore app lication s, using con-
vent ional ce ment an d aggregates avai lab le in Newfoundland .
2. To st udy the mechanical properties of high~strength co ncrete contain ing silica
fume and fl y ash.
3. To in vestigate the effect or cold ocean wat e r, simulated unde r labo ratory
cond it ions, o n the me chanical proper t ies or green high-s trengt h concre te con-
tai ning silica Iume an d lIy ash.
4. To exam ine the st ructural behaviour of t wo-way sla bs.
i. To determine t he deformation charact eris tics (deflect ions, rot ati ons, and str ains)
of two way slabs .
6. To correlate between flexural stre ngth and punching stress resistance of two-
way slabs.
7. To st udy the effect of th e different parameters (co ncrete st rength . flexural
reinforcement , loa ding area/span ratio, etc .] on th e punching shear capacit y
of two way sla bs.
8. To develop a rat ional mechanical model for the pre diction of punching shear
of high-st rengt h simply support ed two-w-,y slabs.
1.3 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 is divided in to two parts . The first part reviews the use of concre te st ruc-
tures in an ocean env ironment and add resses recommend ano.is for a durable mix.
The eeccn-t part revie ws previo us research conducted on two-way slabs including
both empiri cal and rational a pproaches.
Chapte r 3 contains the material investigatio n phase of t he resear ch. It deals with
the de velopmen t of h igh-strengt h concrete mix, suitable for offshor e applica t ions.
It also presents the mech anical propert ies of t he high-strength conc rete containing
fly ash and silica fum e, and th e effect of low temperat ures on th ese mechanical
prope rties.
Chapter 4 describes the t wo-way slab experimenta l investiga tion. Deta ils of
experimental facilit ies , test pr ocedures and instrument at ion are presented.
Chapter 5 presents t he test results and observat ions obtained from the exper i-
mental investigat ion, t he an alysis of these results, and comparison of ultimate 1000d!l
obteined from t he tested slabs with different codes pred ict ions.
Chapter 6 deals with t he theoretical formulation and de velopmen t of t he adopted
mechanical model.
Finally, a summary of t he investigation and the conclusions reached are given
in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Review of Literature
2. 1 Concrete for Mari ne a nd Offshor e Structures
Concrete has been successfully used in ma.rine environment for centuries. It has
been employed in the construction of piers, bridge founda.tions , retaining walls and
breakwat er s. In 1971, con crete W4lI first intr oduced on 8. lar ge scale to oil indu stry
with the construction of Ekof sk 1, the first concrete Gravity Based Structure (GDS)
installed in the North Sea. It was constructed in 70 m deep water and containe d
80000 m3 of OOHOa! strength concrete with a specified 28-day comp ressive st rength
of 45 MPa . Since that time, over twenty other concrete gravity platforms have been
constructed in the North Sea, the Baltic Sea and offshore B rasil [1).
The main desirable characteristics of the concre te used for platfo rm construction
are [2J: (a) stre ngth, (b) d urability, and (c) comtructibilty. B alled on these criteria,
high-strength concret e offers great promis e fer offshore structures. High-s trength
concretes (50 to 70 MP a ) , contai ning water reducing and m ineral admixtu res, are
relati vely impermeable an d offer an excellent solut ion to t he proble m of durability
of concre te in a seawater environment. Fur thermore, the com pressive strength is
the fundamental basis for design and quality assessment, and has a major im pact
on the cost-effectiveness of 110pla t form.
2.1.1 Durabilit y of Co ncrete in Marine Envir onment
Several research workers [3, 4, 5, 61stud ied the case histo ries of deteriorated port-
lai.d cement concretes exposed to sea water, in both mild and cold climates, for
different exposure ages up to 67 years. It was concluded t hat the permeability of
concrete wast he most imp ortan t characteristic determining its durability. Mehta [,I)
showed that, depending on the t idal lines, the individua l process of deterioration
tend to limit itself to di fferent parts of a struc ture, From t his stan dpoint, a marine
struct ure can be divided into three zones as illustrated in Fig 2.1. The upper most
flart (atmos pheric zone), which is above the high-tide line , i8 not directly exposed
to sea water. However, it is exposed to atmospheric air, winds carrying salts and
frost action. Consequently , cracking due to corrosion of th e reinforcement and/o r
freezing and t hawing of concrete are the predominant phen omena -:oausing deteri-
oration in this zone. T he concrete in the splash zone, w hich is between the high
and low-tide marks, ls not only vulnerable to cracking and spalling of concrete due
to wettin g and drying, frost actio n, and corrosion of reinfo rceme nt , but also to loss
of material due to chemical decomposit ion of hydration product s of cement , and
impact of waves conta in ing ice , sand, and gravel. The lower pa rt of the st ructure
(submerged zone), whi ch is always submerged in sea water, is vulnerab le to strength
retrogression and loss o f material as a result of the chemica l reaction between sea
water and hydratio n products of cement.
Generally speaking, for long-t ime durability of coast al and offshore st ructures,
the concrete must show resistanc e to; t hermalcrack;" ~, fro st action, abrasion/ erosion
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Figure 2.1: Deter ioration of a concrete st ructure in sea water (Mehta 1980]
loss and expansivechemical and electr ochemical phenomena (such as elkah-eggregete
reaction and corrosion of rein forcing steel). The permea bility of -cncrete is the most
imp ortant factor in al l the t hree zones because it influencesall ph ysical and chemical
phe nomena causing concret e deterioration.
2 .1.2 Selection of M aterials
In the United States and Cana da, the ACI Committee 357 CACI 357 R-84) [i}
rep ort is used for the design and construction of fixed and prestressed concrete
st ructures for service in a marine environment. In Europe and Asia, for the design
an d constructi on of concrete in sea structures it is customary to use t he recommen-
dations of the International Federa.tion of Prestressed Concrete Struct ures (FIP.
4t h edition 1984) [8]. Although both the ACI and FIP recomm endat ions were pub-
lished quite recently (1985 ) , it is no t surprising that the rec ommended practice
lags behind tile curr ent (1986-1989) field pra ctice at the No-th Sea . A sufficient
amount of published data is now available from field experien ce in t he North Sea
where twenty offshore concre te platforms have been constructed durin g the period
1912-1987 19. 1O}.
2 .1.2.1 Cement
The ACI 357 R-84 maximum limit of 10%C3A content is based on t he aseum-stlcn
t hat cements with higher than 10 % C3A are suspectible to sulp hate at tack. Some
researchers have quest ioned the validity of such an assumption; Meh ta {4J cited
three case studies where no 9ulr,l.a.te att ack was observed in long t ime (46 to 67
ye ars] sea water exposure of concrete containin g 14 to I7 %C3A and he attribu ted
10
th at to t he low-permeability of t hese rich mixes , Mather (5J ccefirm ed th at concret e
prisms I ade with a high C:sA {12.5 %j ASTM Type III portland cement did not
show any lack of chemical durability after more than 30 years of exposure at Treat
Island , Maine. As for the current field of practice at the Nort h Sea. the heal
of hydration and permeability considerat ion requ ire that, respec tive ly, t he use of
ASTM Typ e III and Type V portland cements may be discouraged and th e use
of portl and-pozzolana cements and portl and-blast furnace slag ceme nta are to be
give n special consideration. In general, I\fehta. [111 recom mended that the use of
any portland cement ha.ving 6 · 12 %C3A conte nt for concrete sea st ructu res should
he satis factory provided th at the cement is compatib le with t he admixtu res to be
used .
Both th e FIP and ACI recomm endations require a. minimum cement conte nt
of 360 kgf m3 j however t he former recomm end s a minimum of 400 kg/ rn'J cement
for the splash zone concrete mixture. The use of high cement content in massive
st ructures frequent ly leads to thermal cracking , which has the effect of increa:sing
the permeab ility and reducing the durability . In order to avoid th is problem, th e
Norwegian Offshore concrete practice has developed a high-strength cement with
moderate heat of hydration . In general , adequate measures should be taken to
con trol the tempera ture grad ients in concrete in order to prevent the rm al cracking.
T he maxim um allowablp wate r ceme nt (w/c) rat io recommended by ACI for
ma rine str uct ures is 0.45 for the submerged zone, and 0.40 for the splash zone
and the atmo spher ic zone. FIP requires a maximum wlc cemei. ; -atio of 0.45 but
prefers the use or 0.40. In the North Sea field practi ce, a wlc ratio of 0.45 was used
in the Beryl A concrete platform and was reduced to 0.38 in Gullfaks C concret e
II
platform.
2.1.2 .2 Adm ixtu res
The FIP recommendation pro- .dee that high-quality poazolanic materials, such as
silica fume may be added to produce improved strength, durability and workab ility.
However, contrary to the sufficient evidence from both laboratory and field practice,
the ACI 357 R-84 does not appear to tak e a clearly suppo rtive stand in favour
of the use of pozzolanic and cementitious admixtures in concret e sea str uctures .
Some recent publications and research u ndert aken by Can ada Centre for Mineral
and Energy Technology (CANMET) provide a wealth of useful information on the
composition and properties of these concrete admixtures [121. These pub lications
reveal the advantages of using pozzolanlc admixtures; ther ~ pozzolanic admixlures
help in improving the workability, reduci ng the heat of hydration, and increasing
the strength of the transition zone betwee n aggregate and cement paste. The
fine pa rticles of a mineral additive are also ab le to enhance the homogeneity in
the hardened concret e microst ructure, thus im proving the ability of concrete to
resist microcracking, which is important for maintaining the impermeability du ring
serv ice. The amount of a mine ral addit ive need ed for t his purpos e varies with its
part icle size and chemical composition. Severa l stud ies [13, 141recommended a. fly
R3hreplacement of 12 to 25 %by weight of tota l eement it ious mate rials. Whereas, 5
to 10 % condensed silica fume is adequate due to its exceedingly small particle size.
Similarly, to enhance t he homogeneity in the hardened concrete microstr u cture, i ~
is essential to use a low water-cement rati o and to obtain a prope r dispersion of till...
cementiticus materials in a fresh concrete mixt ure. Water-reducing admixt ures are
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commonly used for this purpose. In earlier work (Beryl A. 1974), a Iignosulfate-
ty pe water reducing agent was em ployed . It contained certain impu rities which
caused considera ble air entrainment and excessive retarda tion in fresh concrete.
High-pu rity napht halene or melamine sulphonate type wate r reducing admixtures
should be used in concrete mixtu res when resista nce to internal crac king d ue to
freezing and t hawing cycles is desired. Pi!. -n et al. (15J reported from labor at ory
tests on concrete contai ning 9 %condensed silica fume and 0.3 wat er / cement rat io
(w/c ), that enou gh freezab le wate r is present in thes e low w/ c ratio concre te to
cause da mage in freezing and tha wing tests, unless air entrainment was used.
The desired ai r content recommended for marine struct ures is norm ally in the
range of 4 - 6 %. Recently, the ai r entra inment is specified aa an air-void system
inste ad of the total air volume. A minimum spacing facto r 0.25 mm, a speci fic
surface area of 25 mm2/mm3 and an air void-conte nt of at least 3 % are generally
recomme nded by the Norwegian Offshore concrete pract ice [10].
Doth ACI and FIP warn that when two or more admixtures are used, t heir
compatibility with the cement and aggregate types should be exam ined. Also to
protect re inforcing and prestressing steel from corrosion, no Ca Cf2 or admixtures
containing chlorides should L" used .
2.1.2 .3 Aggregates
ACI perm its the use of any natur al sand and gravel or crushed rock th at conform
to ASTM C33 specificati ons for concrete aggre gates. FIP recommend s that agg re-
gates likely to undergo physical or chemical changes should be avoided. The North
Sea field practice is the only specificatio ns which requires t he use of high-quality
aggregates. The maximum size of aggregate used in the construct ion of concrete
stru ctures in t he North Sea is limited to 20 mrn, while the recommended practice
in bot h ACI and FIP makes no att empt to suggest a relat ionship between the max-
imum slz., IJf aggregate and the permeability of concrete. The aggregate grading
used in the North Sea is achieved by a strictly controlled process. Two dilTl'rent
sizes a re used to classify the aggregates; 0-5 mm for the fine aggregates and 5-20 mm
for the coarse aggregates. Both ACI and FIP do not require any special grading
for the concrete used in marine environment .
The incorporatio n of a highly reacti ve poazolanic material, such as condensed sil-
ica fume imp rovesconsiderably the aggregate-cement paste bond and consequent ly,
the abrasion/erosio n resistance of the concret e {161.
2.1.2.4 Compressive Strength
Concrete quality is generally described by its compressive st rength. In the design
process t his property is also the key paramet er although other strength propert ies
must be considered. The minimum specified st rength required by ACI is 35 MPa
for all zones and 42 MPa where severe surface degradati on is likely. The modern
concrete offshore st ruct ures in the North Sea are built with high-strength concrete,
the minimum, being a6 0 MPa concrete [101. For instance, the specified st rength (56
MPa) for Gullfaks C (1986-S7) concrete is 50 % higher tha n the strength of Beryl
A (1973·75) concrete (36 MPa). The actual 28-day compressive st rength of the
Gullfaks concrete core samp les was found to be approximately 70 MPa. This indi-
cates t hat th e compressive st rength spec ified by the Nort h American specifications
is lagging behind the North Sea field of practice by almost 15 years.
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2.2 Punching Shear Strength of Concrete Slabs
2.2.1 Introduction
Research on pun ching shear has yielded a number of methods by which the ulti -
mate shearing stren gth of slabs can he predicte d . In general, the various suggested
approaches can be described as either the results of an empirical study, in which
a sta tistical analysis of the available test results is used to establish a relat ionship
between the load or stress at failure and pa ramet ers of the slab, or the result of a
rat ional study, in which the strength of the slab materials and the mechanism of
f~i l ure are ideal ized and descri bed ma thematically.
2.2 .2 Empirical Studies
In an investigation of wall and column footings, Talbot (17] pro posed an empirical
equat ion for design against punching expressed in terms of the nominal shear st ress
at a. critical per imeter at a distance d from the column face:
v
v = 4(c +2d)jd (2.1)
where v is the ult imate shear stress, V is the ultimate shear force, c is the side
dimension of a square column, d is the effect ivedepth of the slab and jd is the lever
arm of the inte rnal resisting moment of the slab . According to Talbot , punching
shear failure is mainly cue to diagonal tension and hence the limit for v should be
proport ional to It and consequently proportional to f~ . This equation contradicts
the experimenta l findings since, as the reinforcement rat io increases, the predicted
punching shear decrease".
In 193b Graf [18J reported the results of his experimental study on slabs sub-
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[ec ted to concentrated loads and this was followed by the work of Forsell and Holem-
berg [19) in 1946. Their formulat ion was simi lar to that of Talbot's except for the
location of the critical sect ion. According to GraC,the cr itical section was at the
colum n periphery, while Forsell and Holemberg located the critical section at a
distance h/2 from the column face. In the latter case, the shear st ress distribution
over the slab t hickness is assumed to be parabo lic;
~ (Geaf)
4{C: ~) h (Forsell and Holemberg)
(2.2)
(2.3)
I-Iognest ad [201. in 1953, was the first to propose a design equa tion in which the
influence of flexural st rength on the ultimate shearing st ress was reccgnleed . Afte r
a re-evaluation of Richart 's [21] tests on column footings, Hognestad showed th at
t he design method s of the time (based on Eq. 2.1) did not give a consistent factor
of saIety with resp ect to shearing failures. He suggested that ul timate st rength of
slabs failing in shear is ma inly dependent upon the following var iables:
1. Properties of the ma.terials used in the sla.b:
(a) quali ty of conc rete as expressed by the cyli nde r strengt h t;
(b) amount, type, and quality of t ension and compression reinforcement .
2. Size and shape of the loade d area as compared to the slab thi ckness.
3. Span , support cond ition and edge restraints of the slabs.
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Ilognest ed fou nd t ha t t he ult ima te shear ing st ress of a variety of slabs can be
exp ressed by the empirical equat ion;
lJ = (0.035 + O~7 )I;+ 130 psi (2 .4)
where <flo is the ratio of the ultimate shear ing capacity of the slab to the ultimate
flexural capacity of the slab if it had not fai'ed in shear. The ultimate flexural
capacit y of the s la b was comp ut ed using yield line th eory and was dependent on
the prope rt.ies of t he sla b and the size and posi tion of the loaded area. Hognest ad
conc eded tha t Equat ion 2.4 migh t not be valid if used for slabs with dimensional
ratios or conc rete stre ngth s outside t he rang es of t hose of Richart's slabs .
In 1953 Elstne r and Hognesr ad [22] reporte d shear te sts of a fur ther 24 slabs .
Equat ion 2.4 was reviewed in the light of these tests and those re porte d by Forsell
and Holemberg [19J an d Richa rt and Kluge 123J. Sat isfactory agreements hc·· ,....een
observed and pred icted shearing failu re loads were found to exist .
After carrying ou t addit ional tests in orde r to extend the ranges of the slab
var iables of previous test program mes, Elstne r and Hognestad [24], in 1956, repor ted
that Eq . 2.4 ga;e unsafe est imate s of the ultimate she ar st rengt h of slabs of high-
st rength concrete. The following equation was found to be in better agreement
with the test results.
v = O~:6 / ; +333 psi (2.5)
It was als o report ed that neither a concentrat ion of te nsile reinfor cement dire ctly
bene at h t he loaded area nor the presence of compression reinforcement had any
appreciable effect on the ultimate shearing strengths of the conc rete slabs tested .
(2.6)
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Moe /25} cond ucted an experime ntal investigation consisting of five different
series of test slab and studying the effect of;
L Casting holes in the slab in the column vicinity.
2. Concentrating the ten sile reinforcement over the column.
3. Including special types of shear reinforcement.
4, Extreme colu mn size.
5. Eccentric co lumn loads or t ransfer of moment.
Moe then, base d on his experimental program, de veloped 11.semi -empirica l type
equation to calculate the ultimate shear strengt h;
v - 11 _ ~5( 1 - 'MJf )Ji si
" -cd - l +u~~.'0 P
In conclusion Moe stated that the criti cal sectio n of 11. slab, subj ected to 11.
concent rated load, was at t he column perimete r and that t he shear strengt h is to
some extent depen dent upon the flexural stre ngth.
In the report of ACI·ASCE committee 326126] of 1962, the recommendatio ns of
the existing building code were reviewed in the light of all t he research carried out
at that ti me. It was suggested that Moe's equati on (Eq. 2.6) was the best equat ion
to date for th ...pred iction of the failure load of slabs tested under laboratory condi-
tions. For practi cal design, ~o was considered to he an unimportan t variable and,
because it should always be equal to unity, it was eliminated from Moe's equation
by assuming that it was equal to unity. Following Moe's suggestion that the shear-
ing strength is a function of the square root of the concrete compressive strength ,
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the Comm ittee recomme nded t hat the following design equation for the calcu lation
of the ultim ate shear load :
v= v bd (2.7)
where v :54.0!E and b is the length of t he "pseudo crit ica l sect ion," take n as the
perime ter at a distance of d/2 from the periphery of the loaded area . The position
of t he assumed crit ical sect ion was chosen so that Eq. 2.7 incorp orates allowance
for t he cld ra tio.
2.2. 3 Rational Studies
Based on observat ions of a number of tests of circular slabs with central columns,
Kinnunen and Nyland er [27] conceived an idealised mod el of a slab at punching
failure. It was assumed that t he slab port ion outside the shear crack. which is
bcundea Jy th is crack , by radial cracks. and by the circumf erence of the slab, can
be regarded all a rig id bod y which is turned under the act ion of th e load around a
cen tre of rotation located at the root of the shear crack. Th e model is ill ustra ted
in Fig 2.2.
The crite rion of failure in the mathematical model was the collapse of the conical
shell which. occurred when the tangential strain on the surfac e of the slab in the
vicini ty of t he root of t he shear crack reached an emp irical crit ical va lue. The
characteristic tangential strain at failure was det ermined from tests on slabs with
ring reinforcement only. The pun ching load was calcu lated by assuming a dimension
of t he conical shell and the n following a convergent iterat ive process .
Kinnunen and Nylander found that their th eory gave values for th e punch-
ing load which were in sat isfactory agreement with results of thei r own tests as
0 )
"
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Figure 2.2: Punching model adopted by Kinnunen and Nylander
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well as those of Eistner and Hognesta d (24]. T hey a ttributed low calculated val-
ues, in t he case of two way reinforcement , to dowel and membrane effects, and
suggested tha t they should be taken into account by mult iplying the calculate d ul-
t ima te load by 1.1.
Kinnunen !2Sl1ater pu blished a paper in which he presented a prim p .ly qual-
itative st udy of dowel and membran e p.~tion in slabs with t wo-way reinforcement ,
and concluded that t he punchi ng load is increased by about 20 per cent by dowel
and membr ane effects.
The theory of Kinnunen and Nylander has been criticized by Long {291 and
Reima nn 130). Thei r maj or common objection was th at the assumption th a t the
compressive strength in the conical shell was approxim ately constan t throughout ,
was made in neglect of probab le shearing st resses on th e shell su rface. This criticism
implies that the existence of the assumed conical shell should have been proven.
Ra ther than verifying its existence, Kinnune n and Nyland er have justifi ed its use,
along with th at of their crite rion of failure, by showing consistent satisfactory agree-
ment between calcula ted and test punching loads.
Based on the test observa tions of Kinnunen and Nylander 127], Reimann [30]
proposed a.simple idea lised model of slab at punching failure from which the punch.
ing load can he calculate directly . The theore tical model is made up of a punched
cone of concrete , an outer annular slab and a joint, which was idealised as a hinge
bridged by a spring, between the inner and outer regions at the periphery of the col-
umn. The hinge was assumed to coincide with the cent re of rotation of the an nular
slab. The model is illust rated in Fig 2.3. Reiman n applie d his met hod of analysis
to results of test s by Kinnunen and Nylander and others. He found reasona ble
"Fi«ure 2.3: The mechanical model proposed by Reiman n
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agreement between ca lculat ed and test failure loads although the average values
of t he ratio of the actual Iailure load to his calculated failure loads were usually
greater than unity. Reiman n ignored any dowel and tensile membrane effects and
this could account for his somewhat low calculated values.
In 1967. Long [29J and Long and Bond [31] reported a theoretical method for
the calculati on of t he pun ching load of a slab wit h two-way reinforcement. As-
sumin g a linear distrib ut ion of st ress, the s tresses in the shear-compression acne
were calculated using t hin pla te theory. An octah edral shear st ress criterion of
failure was used to find the stresses at failure and from t hat an uncorrected l~ad
was calculated. The uncorrected load was then adjusted to give the punching load
by applying corrections for surround ing slab and support cond itions and for dowel
and tensile membrane effects.
Long and Bond showed that their theory gave punching loads in good agree-
ment with test results of, among others, Richart [21J, Elstner and Hognesta d {22J,
Moe [25Jand Kinnunen and Nylander [27J.
In the discussion which followed this work, the relevance of the equa tions of
elasticit y to slabs near failure and the suggested mechanism of punching failure was
questioned. The assumption of Long and Bond that the load supported by a failed
slab approximates t he effect of dowel and tensile membrane action on the failure
load is also questionable .
Masterson and Long [32] later developed this approach and proposed a simpll-
fied finite element model for local slab conditions at ultimate failure. T heir idealized
representatio n of the slab-colum n connection was equivalent to the theory of devel-
cpment of local plasLicity at the column periphery. By relat ing the app lied load to
:!3
the intern al moment at iailure and by making an appropriate allowance for dowel
ar;d membrane effects, the punching st rength was found to be well predicted for
th e majority of chosen realistic slab-column specimens tested by some researchers.
Long [33j later formulated a two-phase design procedure in which the punch-
ing strength was predicted as th" lesser of either a flexure or shear criterion of
failure. Thi s approach has certain limitat ions, as it could not handle slabs with
high-stre ngth concrete and slabs with low level of reinforcement .
In 1987, ~ .log [34] extende d his work by using a more rat ional treatment of the
flexural mode of punching failure. Long used an analytically based linear interp o-
lat ion moment factor to relate the ultimate flexural capacity to the yield moment.
This factor depended on the slab ductility which was considered to control th e de-
gree of yielding in the slab at failure. The cltimate shear capacity was based on
an empirical relationship for vertic al shear stress on a critical section dose to t he
column perimeter .
In 1970, Gesund and Dikshit (351 used yield line theory of Johanse n (1962) to
a nalyze punching failures in slabs. Their work was based on t he research ca rried
out by Gesund and Kaushik (36) who concluded that the rat io PIle,,! P'.'l for 106
alleged punching shear failure averaged 1.015 with a standard deviat ion of 0.248.
They assumed a yield line fan mechanism around the column, as shown in Fig 2.4.
The ultimate load calculated for t hat mechanism was considered to be the ultimate
punching load for the case of an interio r circular column. Th is method overestimates
the punching strength unless the flexural mode of failure is t he domina nt one .
Auother application of plastic theory to estimat e the punching resistance of
axisymmetri c concrete slabs without shear reinforcement was presented by Nielsen,
Aslob
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Figure 2.4: Yield line mechanism used by Geeced tt al. [35,361
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Braestrup et al. [371 in 1978. This theo ry is in contrast with Ceaund's met hod, a.~
the p unching mechanism adopte d (Fig 2.5) is totally independent of th e flexural
properties of the slab. The mechanis m is one of the punching out of a solid of
revolu tion att ached to the column , while the rest of the stab remains rigid. Using
minimiza tion of work together with th e modified Coulomb criterion and the norma l
flow rul e (Fig 2.6), the minimum upper bound solution for the ul timate punching
load was obtained. Thi s theory contradicts experimental findings as it neglects the
effect of the Bexural reinforcement on the ultimate punching capacity of t he slab.
In 1982 Andra [38] presented a theo retical model for the punching shear of a
circu lar slab with ring reinforcement . A finite dement analy sis was used to derive
the proposed model. As in Kinnunen and Nylander, this model considers the rigid
body rotation of radial segments around a cente r of rotation located at th e face of
the column and the neut ral axis , as shown in Fig 2.7. Each segment is analyzed
using a truss model (Fig 2.7) beyond the shear crack, with 45~ tension and com-
pressio n elements representing the behaviour of t he uncracked web. Superimposed
on thi s lattice t here are addit ional compressions radiatin g from the column face
below the crac k.
Fig 2.7 shows the failure philosophy assumed by Andra. He describes t he failure
of the concrete st rut near the column face as being a rest ricted crushing of concrete ,
while, in the part of t he str u t far from the column face, its cha racter is of an
unrest ricted splitting.
Shehata {39]. in 1985, followed by Shehata and Regan (401 in 1989. presented
a model which they claimed to be an improvement over that of Kinnunen and
Nyla nder. In t hat model. the effect of do wel and membrane was dlr eetly calc ulated
0)
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Figure 2.5: Failure mechanism of Nielson et al. 131J
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Figure 2.7: Andra's truss model.
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from the model and t he failure criterion was modified. Thi s mode l willbe discussed
in de ta ils in chapter 6 together with it s drawbacks.
In 1987, Alexande r and Simmonds {411 pres en ted their truss model. The model
proposed consisted of d. th ree dimensional spac e truss composed of concrete COIll-
pression st ruts and st eel tension ties. T he reinfor cing st eel and concrete compression
fields were br oken down into individual bar-st rut units (Fig 2.8).
The tru ss model included t wo ty pes of compr ession str uts: (1) those parallel
to the plane of slab (anchoring ties) and , (2) t hose at some angle c to the plane
of the slab (s hear st ru ts) . Th e mode l predicts only t wo possible failure modes for
a. shear st ru t ; either the steel yields and the angle of shear st rut Q reaches some
cr itica l value, or the concrete fails in compr ess ion prior to yielding of steel. T his
implies that the tra.ditional concepts of shea r and flexur e does not apply, and t he
t wo possible modes of slab failure should be classified as local connection failures
as opposed to overall slab collapse.
In concl usion, Alex ander and Sim monds stated t hat the evaluation of the ang le
Q needed fu rt her investigat ion , as it was based on an empirical equation obtain ed
from the te st results.
fnterest ingly, all of the reviewed ra tional ap proaches have been shown to provide
satisfad orily accur ate est ima tes of t he ultima te punching load , ellen though in each
cas e fundamental ob jections to some of the assumpt ions of the respective auth ors
have been rai sed.
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Chapter 3
M aterial Investigation
3.1 I nt ro d uct ion
The ma ter ials ph ase of th e current research work will be presented in this chapte r.
The development of the high-stren gth concrete mi x design, (or offshore applica-
t ions, will be desc ribed. At the outset, the different mater ials used in the concrete
prod uct ion are br ie fly discussed. T he tr ial hatches required to identify the opt imum
mixing proport ions and mi xing proc edure are described. Th e mechan ical proper ties
of the recommended mix were then examin ed to en sure the suitability for offshore
applicat ions. Fina lly, the eITed of low te mpera t ures on th e mechanical prop erties
of high-strength co ncrete is examined .
3.2 Se lection of Materia ls
The prod uction of high-st rength concrete tha t meet s t he requirement for worka-
bility and strength development demand s more st ringent requirements on material
selectio n than {or lower-st rength concretes. In th is study, local materials are uti-
lized. The select ion of th ese mater ials Wa5 based on the recommendations of earlier
researcher s and te st resul ts from experiment s cond uct ed a t the concrete laboratory
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of Memorial University.
3.2.1 Ce mentitious Mater ia ls
The te rm "cement itio us materi als" refers to th e comb ined total weight of port land
cement and pozzolanic materials (fly ash and silica. fume) tor the production of
high-stre ngth conc rete.
3. 2. 1.1 Cement
Ordinar y portl and cement (Type 10) CSA3·A SS with modified C3A content of
about 6 % as prod uced in Newfoundland was used. As discussed in chapte r 2, th is
C3 A cont ent lies wit hin the acceptable limits of 6-12 % for co ncrete application in
marine environmen t . Chemical and physical analysis of the por tland cement used
a re given in Tables At and Table A2 of Appendix A, reapecflvely.
3 .2.1. 2 F ly Ash
Class F lignan fly ash (rom Nova Scotia was used. Chem ical an d physical analy sis
of the fly ash are given in Tables Al and Table A2 of Appendix A, respect ively.
CIMs F fly ash is normally produced from burning &D.thracite or bituminous coal
and has pozzolanlc propert ies but little or no cement itious properties. General ly,
Ii)' ash impr oves th e workability, reta rds the t ime o( se tt ing of concrete , lowers t he
heat of hydra tion , improves resistance to ettcek by su lphate soils and may red uce
t he cost of cementiti ous materials.
3.2. 1.3 Silica Fume
A typical chemical and physical analysis for the silica fume, which was supplied
from t he only Canadian source in Quebec, are given in Tab le AI and Table A2 of
Append ix A. respect ively. Silica. fume is a by-product in t he manufacture of Ier-
rosilicon and silicon met al. Because of its extreme fineness and high glass content ,
silica fume is a very efficient pczaclenic material. Therefore, it is able to react very
efficiently with the products of hydration of portland cement to create secondary
cementing ma terials in hydratin g concrete. In a silica. fume concrete system, the
calcium hydroxide produced by t he hydrat ing po..tlend cement is largely consumed
in the ensuing pozzolan ic react ions. This results in a product with very low perme-
ability and absorpt ion, thus enhancing the resistance to dete rioratio n in aggressive
environments.
3 .2.2 A ggrega t e s
3.2.2 .1 Co a rse Ag gregate
Local aggregates were used; t he coarse aggregate was mostl y crushe d quart zite sand-
stone with a minor per centage of siltstone and shale, and with a maximum nominal
size of 20 mm. The use of crushed aggregates, rather than round aggregates, is
recommended for th e production of high strengt h concrete. Carrasquillo {42) re-
ported that concrete ma de using round gravel aggregate does not produce as high
compressive st rengt h as concretes using crushed aggregates; this was att ributed to
the reduced aggregate-mortar inter face bond st rengt h of natura l gravel aggregates.
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3.2.2 .2 Fine Aggregate
T he optimu m grading of the fine aggregates for high-stren gth concret e is de termined
more by its effect on t he water requirements than on phys ical packin g {43]. Blick [44J
stat ed t hat a sand wit h a fineness modu lus (FM) below 2.5 gave t he concrete a
sticky consistency, m a king it difficult to compact . Howe ver, san d with an FM of
about 3.0 provided th e best workability and compressive strength. In the present
investigati on, t he fine aggregat e had identical com positio n as t he coarse aggregate,
mainly quar tzite sands tone, with a FM of 3.1.
Sieve analysis of t he aggregates was conducted accord ing to ASTM C 135. Tests
for determinat ion of sp ecific gra vity and absorption perce nt age were done according
to ASTM C 127 and ASTM C 128, respectively. The res ults of sieve ana lysis are
plotte d together with t he curves indica ti ng the limit e spe cified in ASTM C 33 for
fine and coarse aggregates as shown in Fig 3.1. T he grad ing and the physical prop-
ertie s of both the fine an d coa rse aggregat es are given in Table 3 .1 and Tab le 3.2,
respectively.
3.2 .3 Chemical Admixtures
All chemical admixtu res met the requirement of ASTM C 494. Th e compat ibility
of the admi xtu res with the choice of cement is a very im port ant considerat ion so
that no slump loss or any undes irable effects in t he concr ete are created.
3 .2.3 .1 Ai r Entrain ing Ad mixture
The use of air entrainment is m andat ory to assure the durabilit y of high-str ength
concrete when it is su bjected to freezing and thaw ing as bas been discussed in
Table 3.1: Grad ing of aggrega tes
Ccerse aggrega te Ftne agr regete
Sieve Cumula t ive Sieve Cum ulative
size percentage size perce ntage
passing passing
19.0 mm 98.23 4.75mm(No.4) 99.86
12.7mm 45.87 2.36mm (No.8) 80. 67
l. 18 mm 17.2 1 1.18mm(No.16) 41 .85
4.15mm 1.120 600 pm (No. 30) 29. 28
300 pm (No. 50) 14 .66
150 pm (No.lOO) S.18
80 pm 1.43
Pan 0
Table 3.2: Physical prop erties of aggregates
Coarse aggregate Fine agrr egate
Bulk specific gravity , SSD 2.603 2 .671
Apparent specific gravity 2.626 2.69 5
Absorption, percent age 0.56 0 .52
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chapte r 1. In th is invest iga.tion , a neut ralized vinsol resi n air-en t raining agcn~
conforming to ASTM C 260 was u t ilized.
3 .2.3.2 R et arder
High-strength conc rete mix designs incorporate high cement Factors which are not
common to norm al concret e. A retarder is beneficial in cont rolling early hydra tion.
The add ition of water to retempe r the mixture will result in marked strength re-
duction. In the two-way sla '"' testing program , a non chloride water reducing Agent
of polyhyclroxycarboxy lic b ase, conforming to ASTM C 494 Type Band D, was
used.
3 .2 .3.3 H igh-ran ge Water Reducer s
The use of high range water reducin g agents, also known as superplasticizers, in
high-st rength concre te may serve t he purpose of inc reasing st .rength a t slump or tn-
creasing slump. T hroughou t the whole expe rimenta l progra m, a superplasticizer of
sulpho nated naphthalene for malde hyde base, conforming to ASTM C 494 Type F,
was employed.
3.3 M ix D esign
The main objectives of the trial m ixtures were
• To achieve a 70 MP a. class concrete, using locally availab le m a terials in the
provin ce of Newfound land .
• To find the best mix ing propo rtions together with bes t mixing proced ure in
orde r to ach ieve a bet t er prope rties of fresh conc rete , and a highe r compressive
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strength of hardened conc rete .
Previous designs of th is high-strength concrete mix conducted by CANME T [13,
141 were used as a prelim inary guide. In those st udies, the optimum sili ca fume
content was found to be in the range of 5 % to 10 % on the basi s of weight, and a
12.5 % repl aceme nt of cement by fly ash was recomm ended . A total of 12 ba tches
were conducted in th e present investigation. For most of t he mixtures portland
cement together with fly ash and silica fume were kept const ant at 550 kg/ m3 , as
WiI..'I the wat er-to-cement rat io at 0.27. The loss of workability due to the use of
silica fume was com pensated for by the use of superp last icizer.
Th e following series of tr ial mixes were conducted:
• Using a melamine based euperples ticizer . However , after fe w tria l batches th e
melami ne based superplast icizer did not give a sat isfacto ry result s and it was
repla ced with a naphthalene based superplasticizer.
• Using different replacement rat ios of fly ash and silica fume.
• Using different fine to coarse aggregate ratios.
• Using differe nt water cement rat ios.
• Using a reta rde r instead of t ile wate r red ucing agent .
T he conc rete mix propo rt ions are given in Table 3.3. Tabl e 3.4 presents the
properties of fresh concret e; t hat is slump , air conte nt and density, and the com-
pressive strength of hardened concre te at 7, 14 and 28 days.
Slump loss was the majo r problem raced during the trial mix es. E ven when a
supe rplast.icizer and a water reducing agent were used, the mix lost its workabili ty
Table 3.3: Mix proportions of one cubic meter for the trial batches
cement By ash eilica Iume w w fine 00=' admixtu res
nn. c c+ f+.s egg. a",. air super- water retarder
ent. ago plast. red. ago
kg % kg % kg kg ml ml ml 1111
1 400 60 12 40 8 0,46 0.36 50. 1100 350 85.J 045
-
2 44. 66 12 44 8 0.36 0.29 600 1100 35. 6600 345
3 44. 66 12 55 I. o.37 o.29 65. 1100 350 7500 345
-
4 44. 55 10 55 I. 0.36 0.29 50. 1100 350 7500 345
5 44. 66 12 44 8 0.34 o.27 65. 11eo 35. 7500 345
-
6 44. 66 12 44 8 0.34 0.27 750 1100 35. 7500 345 -
7 44. 66 12 44 8 0.34 0.27 750 HOD 35. 7500 345
8 44. 66 12 44 8 0.34 0.27 650 1100 35. 7500 345
9 44. 66 12 44 8 0.32 0.25 650 1100 35. 7500 345 -
10 44. 66 12 55 10 0.32 0.25 65. HOD 350 7500 345 -
11 400 60 12 40 8 0.33 0.27 65. HOD 350 7500
-
75.
12 400 6{1 12 40 8 0.33 0.27 600 ll OO 35. 7500 - 75.
f3
Table 3.4 : Properties of fresh concrete an d comp ressive strength
for the trial batches
Mix Prop. of fresh concrete Camp. streu til.
No. slump air density 7 14 28
cant . days days days
mm % k 1m3 MPa MPa MP a
1 25 3.85 2403 36 41 45
2 13 3.75 2407 51 48 54
3 50 4.00 2405 41 51 60
4 76 4.00 2401 '6 51 62
5 25 3.95 2407 50 51 68
6 76 3.80 2408 '0 42 46
7 76 3.80 2408 5 1
8 9{J 3.85 2407 44 54 71
9 13 3.70 2407 40 48 61
10 14 .1 70 2407 38 45 68
11 3.3 2405 51 55 68
12 3.3 2411 41 56 10
• Flowing concrete
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afte r 15 - 20 minutes. In t he two-way slab testing program, a retarder had to be
employed since more than one ba.tch wu required and the concrete bad to be 80win,!l
for the casting requ irements . It shoul d be noted that different mixing pecced ures
were employed in orde r to find out t he optimu m mix design. The mixing procedure
recommended by CAN!\IET (131 did not give a satis factory results , when local
mate rials were used, and t he mix was very hanh . A new mixing procedur e was
reccm rnended and it is described in the following sections.
3.4 A dopted M ix
3. 4.1 Mix Design Proportions
Based on th e t rial mixes , an air ent rained high stre ngth-concrete can be produ ced
using conventional cement and aggregates from Newfound land. The incorporat ion
of silica fume and high· range wat er reducers ma kes it possible to achieve high
str engths at early agea. Compress ive strength of 70 MPa at 28 days wu &ehieved
for the concrete containing J2 % class F fiy ash, 8 % condensed silica fume and a
high- range waxer red ucing agent of naphthalene form aldehyde base.
3.4 .2 Mixin g Pro ced ure
TJ-e following mixi ng procedure was developed for t he production of a workable
high-stren gth mi x using local Newfoundland mate rials:
• Charge lOa % of coarse aggregate;
• Batch 100 %of cement;
• Batch 100 %of fly ash;
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• Batch 100 % of sand:
• Mix for a-.5 minutes after add ing M %of estimated water with water reducing
agent ;
• Prep are a slurry of silica fume, toge ther with 25 % of gross euperplaetlcieer
dose and 20 % of wate r;
• Mix for 5 minutes ;
• Add 30 % of mix water together with air entraining admixture;
• Retempe r with the rest of euperplastlclaer dose to ta rget slump.
3 .4. 3 Properties of Fresh Concrete
Fres h unit weight of the concrete mix was almost con st an t wit h an average value
of 2400 kg{m3. The air content in the ma jority cf the mixtu res lie within a 0.5 %
tolerance of t he target 4.0 % value. Slum p values were generally at or below t he
100 mm target for those mixes incorpo rating a super plasticizer and low-range water
reducing agent, while for those mixtures including a euperpleeticiser and a retarder,
flowingconcrete was attai ned.
3.4 .4 Properties of H ardened Concrete
Propert ies of concrete such as stress-strain relationship, modulus of elas ticity and
tensile st rength are frequently expressed in terms of uniaxial compressive strength
or 150x300 mm cylinders. In the past, the expressions available in litera ture were
based on experimental data less than 41 MP&.. Recently, new expressions have
been proposed for high-strength concrete. One of the object ives of this research
is to select one of the available expressions for high-strength concrete and check it
against the ex periment al values. This expression is to be adopted for the material
modelling throughout the study.
Three batches were cast, each batch had eighteen 150 x 300 cylinders and nine
75 x 75 x 300 prisms. Test specimens were cast in three layers and compacted by
means of a stand ard rod. After casting, the moulded specimens were covered with
water saturated burlap and left in t he cast ing room at 20" for 24 hrs. T hey were
then demoulded and transferred to the water ta nk unt il required for tcating .
3. 4. 4. 1 Compressive Strength and Modulus of Elasticity
The compressive strength and modu lus of elastici ty were obtai ned (rom tellting
150 x 300 m m cylinders using ;, 2670 kN (600 kips) Soiltest compression testing
machine. The test cylinders were capped with a high-strength sulphur compound
on both ends and tested in accordance wit h ASTM C 39 for compressive st rength
and C 496 for modulus of elast icity at 7, 28 and 91 days. The strai ns were measured
using an LVDT mount ed on t he piston of the testing machine and by means of a
compresecmeter. The load deformation curves were plotte d automatically by means
of a HP plotte r.
Failure of t he test specimens occurred sudde nly in an inclined, nearly flat plane
passing through the aggregate and the morta r without bias as shown in Fig 3.2.
The failure mode of high-strength concrete in compression Wall typical of that of a
homogeneous material.
The modu lus of elasticity was calculated at a st ress level which corresponds
to a bout 0.45 t: The descending part of t he curve was not recorded accurately
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Figure 3 .2 : Failure surface of a high-strength concrete cylinder
15
because of th e speci men-t esting system inte ract ion, since there is no closed-loop
testing r-echin e for axia l comp ression testing at M.U.N. However , the descen ding
par t of the curv e was monitored for some of the test specime ns. The maximum
recorded strain was found to be 0.0036 for t he 150 x 300 mm cylinders. Th e stress
stra in cu rve was stee per and more linear to a higher applied st ress to strength ra tio
than for lower str engt h concrete.
The st rength properties of the adopted mix are given in Table 3.5. A compa rison
of the expe rimentally determined values of t he modulus of elast icity wit h those
predicted by the exp ressions recom mended by ACI Comm ittee 363 (Eq. 3.1 ) is
given in Fig 3.3.
E. =; 3320/f. + 6900 MPa
where:
Eo Modulus of elasticity of concrete
t; Compressive strengt h of concr ete
3 .4.4 .2 Tensil e Strength
(3.1)
T he tensile st rength of concrete can be exper iment ally determi ned in three di fferent
metho ds. These th ree methods are: (1) un iaxial tens ile test, (2) split cylinder test,
and (3) beam test in flexure. T he first method of obtaini ng t he tensile st rength
may be refer red to as "direct", and the second and t hird methods may be refer red
to as indirect. In the di rect test for tens ile st rength, the specimen is gripped at
its ends and pulled apar t in tension. In the splitt ing tension tes t, a cylinder is
loaded in compression on two diamet rically opposit e sides, and the specimen fails
in tension on the plan between t he loaded sides. In the beam flexure test (modu lus
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of rupture test), a. rectangular beam is loaded at the centre or thi rd points and
the beam fails in bending; the computed tensile str ess at failure lead is called the
modulus of rupture.
In the present study, the flexure strength was obtai ned experimentally, carrying
out tests on two different sets of specimens. The first set, used to obtain the
modulus of rupture, was conducted on 30 x 30 x 355 mm beams loaded at midpoint
on a 300 mm span. The tests were carried out using a dosed loop MTS testing
machine . The tests were conforming to the procedure outl ined in AST M. The
second set, used to obtain t he tens ile splitt ing strength, was conduct ed on 150 x
300 mm cylinders loaded through a 2670 kN (600 kips) Soiltest comp ression test ing
machine according to ASTM procedure.
A compar ison of t he expe rtrnenralfy determined values of the splitting tensile
strength and modu lus of ru pture, with those predicted by the expressions recom-
mended by ACI Committee 363 [Eqa. 3.2 and 3.3) are given in Fig 3.4 and Fig 3.5,
respectively. The e:.perimentally obtai ned results were found to be in good agree-
ment ..... ith t he empirical expression adopted by ACI Committee 363 for dete rmining
the modu lus of rupt ure and tensile split ting strength.
where:
I:, ~ 0.59 Ii MP.
I; =0.94Ii MP.
s; Tensile splitting strength of concrete
,; Mod ulus of rupt ure
(3.2)
(3.3)
Table 3.5: Streugth properties of the adopted mix
Balch Comp ressive Strengtb Modulus or Elasticity Splitting Tensile Strength ModulullorRupture
Cod. MP. GP. MP. MP.
r-a 28-d 91·d 1- 8· 91· 1·d 28-d 91-d 1· ,.. 91-d
>5.2 69.5 73.5 28.81 30.78 31.46 3.41 5.36 5.71 5.32 7.71 7.34
BI 51.8 68.4 71.2 26.26 28.96 29.52 4.15 4.89 5.01 5.42 6.98 6.89
50.0 65.5 73.8 29.69 33.92 35.29 4.28 4.75 5.18 6.98 6.06 8.26
56.9 fi.8 76.7 27.52 29.96 33.13 4.38 4.75 5.98 7.53 7.27 8.05
B2 57.6 71.4 78.2 29.15 32.82 33.36 3.93 5.22 6.07 7.34 7.05 8.46
57.4 70.2 79.1 35.38 36.61 38.01 ·1.21 4.89 5.41 6.79 8.20
56,4 68.5 71.2 29.79 32.62 34.60 4.02 4.75 4.81 5.69 8.63
B3 54.3 69.8 72,4 31.59 35.79 36.39 4.22 4.93 4.91 5.32 8.45 7.57
>5,4 64.0 70.5 38.5 . 0.07 40.24 3.95 4.66 5.1~ 4.96 8.58
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3.5 Effect of Low Temperature on the Proper-
ties of High-Strength Concrete
In thi s sectio n, the effect of cold ocean water on the st rength, elasticity and stress-
st rain rela t ionship of high- stren gth concrete containing silica. fume and fly ash was
examined .
3.5.1 Test Sp ecimens
Due to the limit atio n of the cold st orage tanks, the tests were conducted on 75 x
150 mm concrete cylinders . Ordinary portland cement (Typ e to ) CSAJ ·AS5 with
modified C3A content of ahout 6 % as produced In Newfoundland, was used. A
12 % replacement of cemen t by Type F fly ash and 8 % replace ment by silica fume
were used on basis of weight , as discussed in section 3.4.
After casting, the mou lded specimens were covered with wa ter-sat urate d burlap
anc' left in the caetlng room at 20~C for 24 hours. Then th ey were str ipped and
transferred to five ocean water tan ks at 20, 10, 0,·5 and _lOoe , as shown in Fig 3.6
3.5 ,2 Compres sive Strength
'The rat ios of compressive st rength at various temperat ures to t hat at 20°C and 3
days are presented in Table 3.6. At zooe, the gain in st rengt h at 91 days was found
to heM %higher than t hat at 3 days, At _lOoe,the strength at 91 days waa found
to he 8 % less than th at at 56. In general , th e strength at lower temperat ures was
found to be less than that at 200 e for all correspon ding ages. Fig 3.7 represents
the same observation in graphical form. To investigate the in fluence of expos ure
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T ABLE 3.6: Ratio of com pressive 'trtll~h at various tempe ratures
an d exposures to the ODe at 2O"'C after 3 day.
Exposure Compressive Ratio of comp ressivestr en«th at indicated
t ime in strengt h (MPa) tem peratu re to that at 2O"C and 3 daY"
days at 21)"C
"'"
10" 0" I -~·C - IO"C
3 47.90 1.00 0.93 0.89 0.81 0.80
7 58.43 1.22 1.08 1.01 0.99 0.~9
14 65.14 1.36 1.24 1.03 0.97 0.95
28 67.06 lAO 1.27 1.07 1.09 0.97
ss 69.93 1.46 1.30 1.10 1.06 0.99
91 73.76 1.54 1.34 1.13 1.04 0.91
T ABLE 3.7: Ratio of mod ulus of elast.icity at various temperatures
and exposu re. to the one a.t20"C after 3 days
Exposure Modulus of Ratio of Ecat indicated tempe ratures to
ti me in elasticity tha.t a t 2O"Cand 3 days
days t; (MPa) x l Q3
at20'"C 2O"C ' O"C O"C - 5· C - l O"C
3 29.00 1.00 0.98 0.9.1 0.93 0.90
7 30.03 1.04 l.(l'l 0.99 0.96 0.93
14 32 .~ 1 1.12 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.95
28 34.95 1.20 1.13 1.0.1 1.03 0.98
ss M.Ol L21 1.13 1.06 1.04 1.02
91 35.80 1.24 1.14 1.06 1.03 1.00
Figure 3.7: Compressive slrenglh versus temperature aflf'r exposureor 3.1 , 1·1 . 28,
56 and 91 day.
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time on the st rength under various temperatures, the observed dat a were anal yzed
using the least square techn ique. A logarit h.mic functio n in the form of
S::::: a+ b log t
where, S "" Compressive st rength in MPa
Time in days
a, b = constants
was found to give good agreement with. the fitted experimental results. Typ ical
plots of the recorded data versus t he fitted funct ions, regression constants, and co-
efficients of correl ation at temperatu res of20 and lO~C are shown in Fig 3.8. Fig 3.9
shows the fitted semi-log relat ions between compressive strength and exposure time
at temperatures of 20, 10,0 , -5. and -lO~C.
3.5 .3 Elast ici ty
The modu lus of elasticity was calculated at a st ress level which corresponds to
about 0.45 f;. Table 3.7 presents the ratios of modulus of elast icity Eoat d ilTerent
tempera tures, to that at .lO°C and 3 days of exposure.
The values of Eo increased with exposure time. At 20~C . the values of Eo at 28
and 91 days were found to he higher by 20 % and 24 %.respect ively, of the reference
values at 3 days. The value of Eo exposed to -lO"C at 91 days was decreased hy
2 %of t hat at 56 days. The variat ion of t he modulu s of elasticity of concrete with
tempe rature is shown in Fig 3.10.
T he values of the modulus of elastici ty gave a good agreement with the proposed
formula int roduced by Carrasquillo et al. [45] and recommended by ACI Comm ittee
363 [43]. High-Str ength Concret e. as given in Eq. 3.1.
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3.5.4 Stress-Strain Relationship
The recorded shape of the st ress-st rain curve for high-strengt h silica. fume conc rete
has a steeper slope and is more lin ear over a grea ter range if it ill compared with
norma l st rength concrete. T he meas ured ult imate stra in was found to be slightly
highe r for the specimens at room temp era tur es than for those exposed to 0, ·5, and
- IO°C. T he ult imate recorded st rain at room tem perature was 0.0036, while for
those expo sed to - W' C it was 0.0020·) at the same exposure age of 91 days.
Fig 3.11 shows the stress-st rai n relatio n at different ex posure tem perat ures.
The cha racteristic pro file of the high-st rength concr ete stress-strain curves at all
temperatu res were found to be in good ag reement with an earlier research invcsri-
gatio n (45, 461.
3.5.5 Effect of Low Temperatures on t he Cement Hy-
d rates of High-St r en gth Co ncrete
Th e hyd ration pro duct s of or dinar y port land ceme nt concret e at normal temp era-
tures consist mai nly of calcium silicate hydrate (C -S-H), hydr ates of calcium alu-
minat es and calcium aluminate fer rites, and calcium hydr oxide. Also, the hydr ated
products contain some quantities of unhydr at ed cement and wate r in both evap'
orab le and non e vaporab le for ms (47J.
Calcium hydr oxide (hydrated lime), which is a by-product of the hydr ation
process, react s at room tempe rature wit h the silica fume and fiy ash to form to-
bermor ite gel, which has a very stable and st rong cementing quality. T his is called
the seconda ry hyd rati o n precess.
Th e decrease in te mpe ratur e slowed down the main hydr ation process. Th ere-
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figu re 3.11: Stress-st rain curves lL~ different temperatu res aner 91daya of exposure
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fore, the rate of evolution of calcium hydroxide was decrease d and. consequently,
t he secondary hyd ratio n process was ceased. This phe nomenon can explain the re-
duction in the rate of maturity due to decrease of tempe rature, M shown ill Fig 3.9.
Th e rate of mat urity at 20"C is obviously higher than that at othe r exposure tem-
peratures; the increase in comp ressive strength at 91 days was about M % of that
at 3 days. At lO"e the gain in compressivestrength at 91 days W3.5 about -,-, %of
that at 3 days. For the temperature range of -5"C, the rate of maturity was 101'.'('[
t han that at room temperature, since the gain in slreogth was 28 % bet ween 3 and
91 days . The rate was furt her reduced at -1O"e and the gain in strength between
56 and 3 days was only 23.8 %,while there was an 8 % loss of st rength between 91
and 56 days .
It is important to Dote tha t t he lest specimens were cured for only one day
before exposure to low temperatures. The specime ns gained ccnaldeeablo strengt h
after one day of curing due to the richness of the mi x used and the low water -cement
ra tio (\V/c). Norma lly, at this low 1'1/<:, the amo unt of free water is relatively small
in the gel pores.
At room temperat ure, the sulph, te attack did not affect t he strength of concrete
du ring the du rat ion of the test period . The conc rete specime ns sto red in ocean
water and expose d to temperature of 2DDC and lODC did not show any surface
deterioration, as shown in Fig 3.12. The pozzolanic react ion at room temperature
helped to remove the free calcium hydroxide and render the alumina-beari ng phase
inactive. However . the specimens at _lO"C showed severe surface de terioration in
the st ructural prope rties after 28 days, while th ose at - 5"C showed a moderate
s-ufece dete rior at ion after 91 days, as shown in Fig 3.13. Th is surface deter ioration
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may be euelbuted to the sulphate attack of concret e for specimens at ·soC and a
possible combination o f ice damage and sulphate attack for those at _10°0 . Since
the secondary hydrat ion reacti on was ceased at -lOoe , ca lcium hydroxide was free
to react with the sulp hat e. Normally, sulphate react s w it h cal ci um hydroxide and
calcium silicate hydrate to form gypsum and calcium sul pho alumlnate. These newly
formed compounds a re structurall y much weaker and have great er volume which
may lead to the expansion and deterioration of concrete.
Figiure 3.12: Concrete specimens afte r 91 days of exposure to ocean water at
temperatures of 20°C and l OOC .
o C>
5 c. -fa C
Figure 3.t:l: Surface deterioration of concrete specimens after 91 day s of exposure
to ocean water at temperatures of -SoC and -IOOC .
Chapter 4
Experimental Program
4.1 I ntroduction
The ma in objecti ve of this resea rch work , as discussed in t he pr eced ing chapters
is to study the structural behavi our and streng tb charact e rist ics of two-way slabs
made with high-strength concrete and subjected to punchi ng shear.
The tes t program cons isted of testing and eva luation of the st ruct ural perfor-
mance of fifteen high-st re ngth concr ete slabs and two refe rence slabs mad e with
normal st rength concrete . Test set up and different equip ments used to measure
t he deformations and st ra.ins th roughout t he testing program are described in this
chapter.
4 .2 Test Slabs
T he test specimens were simply supported along all four edges with the corners
free to lift , and were load ed axia lly through a stub-column . Dimens ions and rein-
forcement details of a ty p ical test specimen are shown in Fig 4.1. Full details of
the tested slabs are given in Table 4.1. The slab-column connections tested in this
study are one-to-one full scale model of a typical prototype flat plate structure.
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Table U Detai ls of the test slabs
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Series Slab Com p o a.. a.. , Slab Averag e StH'1
:'Ja. No. st rength size spa.cin!: t bickness depth ratio
~t Pa mm mm mm mm p
NSI
"
~t 10 71.4 1>0 " 120.0 95.0 1.41:]
HSI 67 M 10 214.3 150.0 120.0 95.0 0.-191
1 H 2 70 ~I 10 12.3,0 rso.o 120.0 95. 0 0.842
HS7
"
, 10 SSO.2 150.0 120.0 95.0 1.193
H53 69 ~ I 10 7U 150.0 120.0 95.0 1.-173
HS4 66 15 93.7 150.0 120.0 95.0 2.245
NS2 30 MlO 125.0 150.0 UiO.O 95.0 G.9H
HS5 68 M IO 125.0 150.0 150.0 125.0 0.640
II HS6 70 M lO 125.0 1.50.0 150.0 95.0 0.944
HS8 69 MIS 150.0 150.0 150.0 125. 0 1.067
HS9
"
M 15 100.0 150.0 :50.0 125.0 U47
HSIO 80 M 15 71.4 IM.a 150.0 125.0 2.240
HSIl 70 MIO 150.0 15M 90.0 15.0 0.889
III H 12 75 MID 93.8 lSO.0 90.0 75.0 1.422
H 13 68 MIO 71.4 150.0 90.0 75.0 1.867
IV H514 72 M 10 1l.4 220.0 120.0 95.0 1..&73
H 15 71 MIO 7l.4 300.0 120.0 95.0 IA73
The specimen can also represent the region of negative bending moment around an
inter ior column and the simply supported edges simulate the lines of cont raflexure.
Pnn clpel variable. were slab thi ckness (Series I, II and II Il , column stu b di-
mensicn (Series IV) and concrete st rength (slabs NSI and NS2). T he wit hin.ser ies
variable was the reinforceme nt ratio for the slab. For Series I, the six alal» had a
thickness of 120 mm and the reinforcement rat io p vari ed from 0.491 % to 2.2·15 %.
Slab NSI was made with normal st rength concrete (42 MPa) and had the same
reinforcement rat io, 1.473 %, as slab H53 (69 MPa) . As for Ser ies II, t he six slabs
had a th ickness of 150 mm with a tension reinforcement varying from 0.64 % to
2.24 %. Slab NS2 was made with nor mal str ength concrete (30 MPa ) and had ti lt:
same reinforcement ratio, 0.94 %,as 5lab HS3 (70 MPa). The three slabs in Series
III had a thickness of 90 mm and a reinforcement ratio cha nging from 0.90 % to
1.86 %. The two slabs tested in Series IV had a column stub of 220 mm and 300 111m
respectively. Except for the increased size of column st ub and the slight difference
in concrete strengt h, the two slabs were identi cal to slab 1153 .
4.3 Slab Test Set-up
Fig 4.2 shows a photo graph of the test set-up. The loading fra me provided exter nal
loads app lied to the test slab s. The frame was bolted to the floor using a 38 mm
base plate and 40 mm anchor bolts spaced at 600 mm apart. T he struct ural floor at
M.U. N tructu ral laboratory is a meter thick reinforced concrete Boor. Th e loadi ng
frame consiste d of two vertical w -shap e columns connected by two horizontal cross
cha nnels braced by box shaped cons truc tion , and two inclined Scshepe columns
act ing as a brace to the frame .
Figure 4 .2: Test set up
The suppor ting reinforced concrete frame, shown in Fig 4.3. v-as plAcedon "ight
reinforced concrete columns so arra nged as to give enough space for a person to
ente r under the slab, observe the cracking pattern, and record different sets of
readings .
T he slab was supported along the edge on a round stee l bar welded to a sl,'l'I
plate fixed to the upper face of the supporting frame in order to simulat e l. roller
support . Rubber packing pieces were provided immediately under the elab surface
to insure uniform contact along the suppor ts. A steel protect ivegrid was used under
the platf"~ to provide protection for the person observing the cracking patt ern .
4.4 Instrumentation and Measurements
4 .4 .1 Loading System
T he load was appl ierl to the test specimen through a hydrau lic act uator u~ i ng an
),.ITS system, as shown in Fig 4.2. Th e ac tuato r had a piston area of 324 cm2 (50.2
in2) with a full stroke of 150 mm (6 in) and a maximum capacity of 670 kN (150
kips).
A closed loop system operating in the displacement control was used for testing
the slabs . This system was controlled by means of an MTS cont roller. T he com-
mand signal was appl ied manually by adjusting the set point, while the feedback
signal was provided by means of an inter nal LVDT which was fed to the AC con-
ditione r.
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4.4 .2 Deflections
T he deflection of the slabs du ring loading was measured by a DC linea r variable
differentia l t ransformer (LVDT) which had a lineari ty of 0.3 % at 10 volts and
sensitivity of 16.92 mv/v .mm. Deflections were measured at two locations , namely
at the center of the slab and midway from the support line to the center of the slab.
The readings were obtained using a mult imeter connected to the LVDT. T hereafter,
the voltage readings were converted t o displacements using the LVDT calibration
factor. Furt hermore , the load-deflection curves were automatically plotted, using a
x-y Hewlett Packard plotter connected to the MTS mach ine.
The vert ical disp lacements at the plate corn ers and at the mid-side of the lop
surface at the suppor t lines were also monito red, using dial gauges with a one-
hundredth of a millimet re precis ion, Fig 4.4.
4.4.3 Steel Strains
The steel strains were measured ill eac h connection at di fferent locations by means
of electrical st rain gauges. F ig 4.[ shows a typical arrangement of tilt) steel strain
gauges. Th e strain gauges were 10 mm long, wit h a resist ance of 120 Il , and a gauge
factor of 2.04 ± .5 %. Fa; pr otection against any possible water dam age dur ing
cast ing, the st rain gauges were coated with a protecti ve sealant and the n covered
with a shri nk tube waxed at t he ends.
4.4.4 Concrete St rain s
The concrete stra ins were measured a t different locat ions on the tension and cern-
pression faces of the concrete slabs by means of electric al strai n gauges. Fig 4.6
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Figure 4.4: Dial gauge locations.
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Figure 4.5: Steel strai n gauge locations.
All dimensions in mm
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shows a typ ical arranscmen t of t he concrete s trai n gaug es AHmed to compression
Ieee of the slabs. T he concre te st rai n gauges were 50 mm long, with oil resistance of
120 n and oil gauge r..ctcr of 2.01 ± .S %.
A very th in layer of epoxy bondi ng agent wu used to prepare a Oat smoo th
surface on the concrete , to which t he st rain gauges were glued. The gauges were
connected to BLH Elect ronic (Model 1125) switching and ba.I~~ing units (wheat -
stone bridge circuit ). The readings, in microstra ins, were recorded from four BLH
Elect ronic 1200 Portable Digital indicators; two channel were set for st eel gauges
and the oth er two for the concrete gauges. Th e portable digital ind icator is shown
in Fig 4.7.
4 .5 Prepar a ti on of Tes t Sl abs
4 .5.1 Fab ri ca t ion of t he Model
4 .5 . 1. 1 ~oncrete
The concrete mix proportions are given in Tab le 4.2. A 12 % replacement of cement
by Type F fly ash and 8 % replacement by silica fume were used on basis of weight
for all the tes t slabs. A superplasticizer of napht halene formaldehyde basel , a
neutralized viascl ai r-entrai ning ageot , and a retarder of non chloride base were
em ployed in al l t he mixes. The target strength was 10 MPa.afte r 28 daya. A tot al
of five batches, 0.1 m3 each, were used in casting each slab.
4 .5. 1.2 Re in for cing St eel
The reinforcing bars were cold-worked ribbed bll.u , eSA Grade 400, with a mini-
mum charact erist ic strengt h of 400 N/mm 2• The actual cheracterietic st rength was
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Figure 4.7 : Digital strain indicator
nTable 4.2: Mix proportions of one cubi c meter of concrete used in the two-way slab
invesriga rlon
Cem ent 440 kg
Fly asl- 66 kg
Silica Fume H kg
Cem ent, Fly ash k silica fume 550 kg
Fine a.ggrega te 656 kg
Coars e aggregate 1100 kg
Air en training agent 345ml
Ret arder 750 ml
Supe rplastic izer 7500ml
w/ (c+ fa+ sf ) = 0.27
Proper ties of Fresh Concrete
Slum p
Air content
Density
flcwing ccncrere
3.80%
241Okg/m3
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490 N/ mm 2• with an average ultimate tensile strength of 690 N/m m'l. A typical
st ress-st ra in curve for a reinforcing bar, obtain ed from a tension test, is shown in
FigU,
4.5 . 1.3 Formwork
The formwork which was used for casting all the slabs is shown in Fig 4.9. It
consiste d of a 2000 x 2000 mm deck mad e with 20 mm plywood, and supported on
50 x 150 mm pine spaced at 400 mm, while the sides of the form were made wit h
20 m m plywood. T he formwork WlU; constructed such that it can he dismantled
and re-used . Care was taken in order to keep the slab a•.J t he column mutually
perpendicular while the model concrete was being poured. The steel was tied
together into OJ,sturdy mat and lifted into the form. The reinforcing mat rested
upon 20 mm wooden cha irs. The chairs were placed far awa.yfrom the punching zone
in or der to eliminat e th eir effect on the observed shear st rength. However , during
concret ing great care was take n to insure that the cover provided was un iform.
4.5 .2 Casting a nd Curing
T he mixing procedure described in chapter 3 was employed in casting all the test
specime ns. Each concrete batc h was poured in to the mould and t hen vibrated using
an electrical rod vibrator. Whe n all the batches were cast, the vibra tor was applied
to t he whole eleb to insure its consiste ncy. When full compact ion was attai ned.
the top race of the slab was th en levelled and finished wit h a steel trowel. For
determining t he concrete compressive strength, th ree 150 x 300 mm (6 x 12 in)
cylinde rs were ta ken from each batch ill conjunct ion with casting of the pri ncipal
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test specimens.
After casting , the slab and its control specimens were covered with polythene
sheeting. The formwork for the slab and the stub column was st ripped 48 .tours
after casting; at the same time the cylinders were demoulded and tran sferred to a
water tank for curing. The slabs were cc. ed for one week by pouring water to its
surface every 12 hou rs.
4 .6 Test Procedure
As mentione d before , the test s were car ried out usin g a 670 kN capacity hydraulic
actuator provided with displacement. control. The load was applied in 8.9 kN (2
kips) increments . During the testing, the slabs were carefully inspected and the
cracks were observed at each load increment. Also, t he vertical deflection at the
center of the slab, corner uplift, concrete strain gauge readings and steel strain
gauge readings were recorded at each load increment.
Chapter 5
Test Results and Discussion
5.1 Introduction
The results and observations obtai ned from testing the seventeen concrete slabs are
given in this chapter. In particular, measurements obtained from various systems
(as described in chap ter 4) are presented in the following sections. In add ition, the
crack patterns at failure are depicted by means of photographs.
Due to the large amount of experimental data, only it. few representative results
are used in the presentation of the variation of deflections , strains, etc.
5.2 Loac;l-deflection Characteristics
The applied load versus t he deflection at the centre of the slab, for the different
test series are shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The first yielding of the bottom rein-
forcement is indicated on each curve by a circle, while punching failure is indicated
by a downward arrow. The load deflection curves were obtaiued using the LVDT
readings at each load step, while the whole curves were monitored by means of the
x-y plotter connected to the MTS machine, as described in section 4.3.1. Table 5.1
shows the measured deflections at the first crack, first yield of tension steel, and
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ultimate load for all slabs.
The load defiectlcn curves can be used in classi fying the ty pe of failure . Fa ilure
mod es ca n be classi fied into t hree ca tegories; pure flexural failure, pure punchi ng
failure and ductile shear failure. Pure flexural failure takes place in slabs where
most of the reinforcement yields before punchi ng occurs and consequently the slab
exhibits large deflections prio r to failur e. P ure shear failur e occurs when the slab
shows small deflectio ns, with yie lding of the tension st eel being very loca lized at the
colum n head. The t hird type of failure, duct ile- shear failure, is a trans it ion be tween
the cases of pure punchin g and pure flexure failur es. The load deflection curves of
slabs USI and HSIl indicate that they failed by flexure . Never th eless, non e of t hese
slabs reach ed the state of steadily increasing de flections at const an t load, which
is charac teristic of a norm ally reinforced concre te sp ecime n experiencing flexure
failure. Slab s HS3, HS4, HS9, HSIO and HS13 fai led in pur e sh ear as indicated by
t heir load de flection curv es.
In general , the load deflection curve for the slabs failing in punc hing can be
repres ented by two straight lines with different slopes. T he first line, has a slope
corresponding to th e st iffness of the uncracked slab and app lies up to the init ial
crac king load . The second line extends up to th e load which ca used first yie lding
in the teneiou reinforcem ent . The slope of t his line represents t he st iffness of the
cracked slab (p).
With in a given series, the stiffness inc reased as the reinforcement ratio was
inc reased. Th e effect of the slab depth on the st iffness ca n be demonstrated by
comparing corresponding tes t slabs in Series II wit h those of Series I and h aving
t he same rein forcement rat io. Series II specime ns has st iffness 1.8 t imes t hat of
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Figure 5.1: 'Typlcal load -deflectlon characteris t ics at centre span of test slabs (Se-
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Table :>.1: Deflection cha rac te ris tics or test slabs
Slob Concrete Steel First First Yield Yield Ultimate Ultimate
No. strength ratio crack crack load load load load
load delle~tioD deflection deflect ion
r. p p. ~. P. ~.
MP. % kN mm kN mm kN mm
NSI . 2 1.473 45 1.47 2M.l 10.93 32. 14.60
USI 67 0.491 '5 2.23 132.5 178 25.45
US2 7. 0.842 54 1.58 185.6 10.47 249 17.56
US7 7. 1.193 54 1.45 216.9 8.09 356 17.00
1153 6~ 1.473 63 1.38 272.7 8.84 356 13.10
US, 66 2.245
- -
286.6 8.99 418 14.74
NS2 30 0.944 54 1.20 266.~ 7.20 398 13.07
US5 68 0.640 - - 260.5 8.04 365 16.90
US6 70 0.944 63 1.10 355.8 8.40 '89 14.90
JlSS 69 1.067 63 1.03 279.3 6.69 436 13.10
US~ 74 1.547 63 1.09 402.7 7.88 543 10.80
HSIO 80 2.240 80 1.06 606.4 9.40 645 9.86
HSU 70 0.889 - - 110.9 8.57 196 27.00
H512 75 1.422 36 2.22 144.2 9.65 258 26.30
JlSI3 68 1.867 45 2.21 251.4 14.82 267 16.15
USI4 72 1.473 72 1.53 292.4 8.27 .9 8 17.80
lISl5 7I 1.473 - 359.6 8.69 560 20.80
g:
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Series I slab . That effect is proportional to the square of the slab effective depth.
Slabs NSI and HS3 (Series I), NS2 and H56 (Series II) were made with different
concre te strength. and had the same reinforcement ratio. Fig. 5.1 indicates tha t for
any given load, the deflection of the normal strength concrete slabs were slightly
great er than those made with high-strength concrete. T his shows that the slab
stiffness increased with the concrete streng th but at a rate less than th e ratio of
the square roots of f~. As expected, th e slab stiffness increased as the column size
was Increased as seen in Series IV lest results, present ed in Table 5.2.
In these tests the slab corners were free to lift,as would occur in an actual flat
plate system [once cracking started the points of contraflexure no longer remains
constant). In general, t he slab corner lift-off for test slabs was about 20 %of t he
downward maximum deflection and occulted at about 40 %of the ult imate load.
5. 3 Ductility and Energy Absorption
Ducti lity is quantified in term s of t he ratio of t he deflection at the ultimate load to
the deflection at the first yielding of flexural reinforcemen t. The energy absorption
is defined as the area under the load deflect ion curve. The ductility at failure and
the energy absorption capacity of all the slabs are shown in Table 5.2.
Within a.given series, the ductility decreased as the reinforcement was increased.
For examp le, increasing the reinforcement ratio, in Series I slabs , form 1.193 %
to 2.245 % decreased the ductility by 22 %. While for Series II, the duct ility
decreased by 46 % when the reinforcement ratio was increased from 1.067 % to
2.24C %. Ductili ty was less for Series II t han for Series I. That result demonstrates
a decrease in duct ility with increasing shear effect as the slab depth is increased .
Table 5.2: Observed ductility a.ndstiffneSl!
Slab Concrete Steel Ductility StiCness Enugy
No. strength ratio absorption
t: p ~
"
Cap«i ty
6 .
MPo % kN/~ kN.m m " 11)3
NSl 42 l.473 10M 21.49 2.'
HSI '1 0.491 - - 3.'
US2 10 0.842 1.68 11.95 2.1
HSI 14 1.191 2.10 23.90
-
US3 69 U 73 1.<8 28.08 2.'
Hs< 66 2.245 1.64 31.40 3.3
NS2 30 0.9-&4 1.56 28.52 4.0
HSS 68 0.640 2.10 19.26 U
HS' 70 0.944 1.19 37.60 4.3
HS8 69 1.067 1.96 37.70 3.4
HS9 7< 1.547 1.37 49.42 3.4
85 10 80 2.24a 1.11.5 66.28 3.'
HSlI 19 0.889 3.15 I.W 3.'
HS12 IS 1.422 2.73 13.08 3.4
HS13 68 1.867 1.09 17.20 2.6
HSH 72 1.473 2.15 31.71 SJ
KS15 71 1.473 2.39 32049 1.2
ss
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Ductility is slightly increased with the increase in concrete strength. Increasing
the column size, increased the ductility as seen from Series IV slabs, presented in
Table 5.2.
The energy absorptio n of the slabs is decreased as the reinforcement increased .
Slabs failing in flexure showed a higher energy absorption capacity than those failing
in shear. Also, as the slab depth is decreased, energy absorpt ion increas ed. The
effect of concrete strength on the energy absorpti on capaci ty was no t a significant
fact or , as an increase in the concret e streng th result ed in a slight increase in the
energy absorption capacity of t he tes t slab .
5 .4 Slab R otation
Observ ed angles of rotation a; failure 1/J are given in Table 5.3. The relation between
t he observed values of t he angle of rotat ion of the slab portion outside the shear
crack and the load P is presented in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. T he slab rotation decreased
with increeslng the reinforcement ratio and the concrete strength.
5 .5 Concrete Strai ns
The concrete strai ns were measured at different locations as mentioned in sec 4.3.4.
For all the test slabs, measu rements were made to determine the distribution of the
concrete strain along a radius of th e slab.
Fig. 5.5 presents the strain d ist ribution along a radius of the slab. The radial
st rai ns were high at t he column face but they decreased rapidly es the rad ius
increased as shown in Fig. 5.5. In some cases, prior to failure , the radial strains
at the column face started to decrease. As seen from Fig . 5,5, the strains in the
Table 5.:!: Deformation characteri stics of test slabs
Slab Concrete Steel Ultimate Ultirnateco ncrelestrain Ultimate Radius
No. str enght s•..el Radial Tangential rotat ion oi yield
strain mid comer mid corner
f: p e... . 103 (<:1'". 103 t ... l 03 t .. *I()3 (ct .. loJ !/!*t tr mm
NSI 42 1.473 3.13 - 2.24 11.8 304
IIS1 67 0.491 13.90
- - -
- - -
IIS2 7. 0.842 :.uO 1.17 - - - 18.4 512
HS7 74 1.193 3.19 - - 2.09 - 15.5 381
US3 69 1.413 2.92 1.70 - - - 12.4 252
HS4 66 2.245 3.09 2.90 - - - 12.4 213
NS2 3. 0.944
- - -
- - 1l .1 -
H55 68 0.640 3.56 1.29 - - - 13.6 -
IIS6 7' 0.944 3.22 - - 2.40 2.95 12.2 -
HS8 69 1.061 4.15 - - 2.36 2.92 12.3 452
uss 7-1 1.547 2.96 - - 2.04 2.82 9.7 344
HSIO 8. 2.240 2.54 - - 1.91 1.49 11.1 -
HSII 7. 0.889 6.84 - - 1.63 1.70 - 658
nS 12 75 1.422 3.66 -
-
1.83 2.36 21.2 371
HSI3 68 1.867 3.70
- -
2.33 2.78 13.9 362
HS14 72 1.473 3.35 - - 1.72 2.89 18.6 -
HSI5 71 1.473 4.69 - - 1.71 2.02 21.6 -
1 Gauge 01, Fig. 5.6
f Gauge 02 , Fig. 5.6
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Figure 5.3: Typical load-rotat ion characteristics in the lateral direction for test
slabs (Series r and II)
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tangen tial direction havesm aller gradients decddr than those ir, the radial directi on
and with good ap proximation these tangential stra in s can be assumed inversely
proport ional to the radius as proposed by Kinnunen and Nylander [27).
The st rains on t he raJ ii through the corn ers of the colum n stub (gauge G2.
Pig. 5.6) we re higher than those at the middle of th e colum n face (gauge G1 in
r ig. 5.6), and in some cases t ~ey reached a value of 0.003 in the loading step prior
to fa ilure. This ind ie-ates a concentration of s tress at the corne rs of the co lumn stub.
Fig . 5.6 presents the 'cad versus strain meas ured at these two different positions.
Nei ther the concrete strains in the tangentia l nor the radial direction reached a
limit ing value of 0.0035 for a ny of the tested slabs.
Unfortunately, in the nor mal strength concrete reference slabs, some of the
stra in gauges around the column were damaged during testing and bence it was not
possible to compare t he st ra ins for the norma l streng t h and high-strength concrete
slabs.
It is wor-th ment ioning here that while the concrete strain gauges readings gave
som e indication of t he crack formation in the slab, these gauges wereda maged after
the cracks started for ming.
5.6 Steel S t rains
In ord er to ob tain information on the state of st ress in th e flexu ral reinforcement of
the test slabs, the st r a in in th e this reinforceme nt was me asured at point s of special
interes t, as m entioned insec 4 .4.3. For all the t ested slabs, meas ure ments were mad e
to determine the strain distribution along a radius. According to the expe rimental ly
obtai ned st ress-strain curve of the . ·:;nforcement, the yield s t rain of it steel bar
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Figure 5.5: Observed distribution of the concrete strain, ee, at the top of test slabs
HS4 and HS8 at various values of the load P (k:-l)
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reached 2SOO microstnins. T he highest strains and consequently init ial yieldlng
occurred be low th e stub-colum n. In all the tested slabs. the tens io n reinforcement
yielded before punchins took place. T he degree to which yielding spread in the
reinforcement varied with t he reinforcement rat io. At high rein forcement levels.
the yield of te nsion reinfor cemen t occurred at high load s and was localized at the
colun,e st ub , For lightly reinforced slabs, yielding initiated at the column stub and
gradually progressed throughout the whole tension reinfor cement. The obser ved
values of the radiu s of yield r~ , which normally determine the extend of yielding of
reinforcement in the slab, are given in Table 5.3.
Fig. 5.7 presents the strain distrib ution along a radius of the sla b. As seen from
these graphs, the st rain in the flexural reinforcement can wit.!! good approxim..tlcn
be assumed inversely proport ional to the slab radius.
Typical curves representing the relation between the observed values of strain
in the llexural reinforcement at the column, and the applied load are shown in
Figs. 5.8 and 5.9.
5.7 Cracking C h a racteristics
Cracking patte rns at failure are shown in Figs. 5.10 th rough 5.14. For slab H51, the
crack patt ern observed prior to punching consisted of one tangent ial crack roughly
at the column outlin e followed.by radial etacking extending from the column. Yet ,
hefo ~ the flexure yield lines were well developed, punching failure occurred. This
failure can be classified as flexure-punching or secondary shear failure.
The initiai llexur al cracks recorded for all the test slabs were first formed ten-
gentially under the edge of the column stub, followed by i adielcrack ing extending
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Figure 5.7: Observed distribution of the str ain in the flexural reinforcement , ( 8' at
(or test slabs HS3 and HS9 at various values of the load P (kN)
ss
Tension Steel Slrain (Series I) xto-J
' HSIO
H58
Tension Steel Slrain (Series II) d O-I
Figure 5.8: Typical load-tens ion steelstrain behaviour at the column periphery for
test slabs (Series I and II )
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Figu re 5.9: Typical load -tension steel strain behaviour at the column periphery lor
lest slabs (Series IIIand VI)
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Figu re 5 .10 : Failure na t t e r n a of test slabs :151, 1I~1 , 1152 and IIE7
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Figure 5 . 11 : Failu re patterns of test s labs IIS3 , 1154 , NS2 , and IlS6
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Figure 5 .12 : Failure patterns of test slabs IIS8. 1159 , U:>lO, and IISll
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Figu r e 5 . 13 : Fa ilure pa t t e r ns of test slabs 1151 2 , 11513 , 115 14 , and IIS15
10·1
fro m the column. T he first radial cracks were much more pronounced along lines
parallel to the reinforcement crossing through the column stub. As th e load wou
increase d, t he tangential cracks we re then extended outside the circumference of
t he stub column. It is worth menti oning here that t hose tangential cracks were
lim ited to t he column vicinity. The slabs failed with the final shear crack ccln-
ciding with, or located outside this c racks. Final failure developed by t he colum n
punching through t he slab.
It was not possible to deter mine a reliable value for the shear cracking load , i.e.
the load at which the shear - racks b egan to open up. The estimatio n of such load
from the crack pattern was encertain because t here was no fundament a l difference
between t he shear cracks and flexu ra l cracks running in a tangenti a l directi on.
Mo reover, because the slabs were provided with two-way reinforcemen t , the in it ial
shea r crack might have remained above the level of reinforcement, in wh ich case it
woul d not become visible on the tens ile face of the slab. However, as p roposed by
Kinnunen and Nylander (1960), ut ilizing the decrease of the strains in the flexure
reinforcement as a guide for determining the shear cracking loads, th e observed
loa ds were always greater than 10 - 80 %of t he ultimate load.
5 .8 Post Punching Behaviour
Pos t punching behaviour was monitored in some of the tests. When punching
occ ur red the load fell suddenly to a value of 20 % of the ultimat e load and was
releas ed comp letely in some cases. With fur ther applicatio n of the load, a. flal
plateau of resistance was reached. Th e final failure progressed with t he bott om
ba rs being pulled out of the concrete .
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5.9 M ode s of Failure
All the test specimens, except HSI and HS1 1, failed in shear . Slabs HS2, H57, H56,
HS8 and H512 showed a ductile punching failure with the slabs faili ng befo re the
flexure strength was exceeded. The test sla b HS5 had a low reinforcement r a ti o (p
=0.li4 %) and was designed to fail in flexu re, but both the load deRection cur ve end
the stra in distribution of thi s slab indicated that th e slab exhibited a gradua l and
du ctile punching failure. T he rest of the slabs, namely; HS3, 1154, HS9, HSIO and
BSt3 clearly failed in pure punching long before t hei r flexure strengt h was reached.
T he pun ching shear surface on the tens ion face occurred at a distance of (1.2 ·
1.6) tim es the slab depth (d) from the column fa ce for most of the t est slabs. The
failure surface of few of t he test specime ns were carefully removed and examined.
T he observed angl es of failure surface var ied consi derably, For normal st r ength
concrete slabs, NSI and NS2, this angle was found to be between 26 and 3 0 deg,
in agreement with other test data {39], while for h igh-strength concrete slabs the
observed angle of failure surface varied between 32 - 38 deg.
As expected , the ultim ate pun ching s hear load increased as the reinforc ement
ratio was increased. Also, increasi ng the compressive strength inc reased t he ul-
timate punching load but at a rate less than squ re root of ••:1' slab comp r essive
strengt h.
5 .10 Test Re sult s versus Codes Predictions
Tile she a r and flexural beha viours of the slab -colum n connec rion regio n are known
to be very strongly interrelated. The ratio of the observed stre ngth prior to pu nch-
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ing to tha.t compu ted by the yield line, 4'". h ee often been used to divide punch ing
fai lures into shear failure ( ~o::; 1) and flexu ral failure (0)"> 1).
The fle x ural u ltimate load cap acity of t wo-way slabs can be calculated from
yield-line theory . The yield-line pattern giving the minimum load for conventional
slab-column specimens is shown in Fig. 5.15. The flexural punching load required
for this mechanism is
(5 .1)
From cons ideration of th e virtual work done by the act ions on the yield lines,
t he solut ion for this mechanism is
J( =8(a ~ c - 0.172) (5.2)
M . is calculated from t he widely accepted equation proposed by the Ame rican
Concrete Institut e (ACI)
lti.3 j
The AC I318 (1983) (48J and eSA (CAN3·A23.3 -M84) {49J codes are based
mainly o n Moe's work 1251 . while the BS 8110 ( 1985) [50] codes is based on Re-
gan 's wor k [51}. T hese present buildi ng codes specifications for shear strength of
rein forced concrete slabs are balled on the t est results of slabs made wit h relatively
low ccm p res eive strengt hs, varying mostly from 14 to 40 MPa. Hence. it is neces-
sary to re- exam ine the present shea r desig n metho ds when applied to high-st re ngth
concret e .
The c u rrent ACI 318 (1983) code prov ision s, when expressed at the colum n face
a nd wit h a capaci ty reduction factor of uni ty, be come
v" =~= 4( 1+J).fj; (5.•)
Figure 5.14: Yield line mechanism
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T hese code prov isions are deriv ed mai nly from the Iollowing expressio n pro posed
by Moe [25]
(5.5)
Provided tha t tile :5 1
The square root expre ssion was adopted by Moe 125] who concluded that the
shear failure is contro lled prim arily by t he tensile spli tt ing streng th which is as.
sumed proportional to ..{'i.
T he ultimate recorded test loads are given in Table 5.4 together with t he details
of the specimens and t he results of compar isons with the values estim ated by dif-
ferent codes. T he limit of 40 MP a of the maximum useful cube str ength has been
ignored while applying CP 110 (1972) and as 8110 (1985). ACI 318 (1983) code
was applied with capaci ty redu ction value .pomitt ed.
It is clear from Table 5.4 t hat Moe 's equa tion (Eq. 5.5) overestimetee the
punching shear capacity of high-strengt h concrete, and in the case of HS2 it overes-
timate d the punching load by 44 %. Different codes equat ions seems to be slightly
conservative in predictin g the punching loads.
The use of the square root of the concrete stren gth as given in th e ACI 318 code
(1983) Eq. 5.4. also appe ars to over-est imate th e influence of this parameter. Both
the American ACI318 (1983) and Canadian CAN3-A23.H .I84 (1984) codes neglect
t he contri bution of reinforcement as an influential parameter for the two way shear
capac ity of the slabs. Th is produ ces a difference in the ratios of t he calculat ed and
expe rimental ultima te loads for the slabs made with different stee l ratios and same
concrete strength . The British standards gives a bett er estimate f':lr the punching
Table 5.4: Com parison of code predictions with tes t results
P ccde e;
Slab J: P. BS CP ACI Moe P.p P/I<%
No. MPa % kN SUO 110 318-83
NSI 42.0 1.474 320 . 0.85 0.80 0.63 0.95 0.63
HSI 67.0 0,491 178. 1.24 1.17 1.4' 1.78 0.9 6
IiS2 70.2 .842 249. 1.08 1.02 1.04 1.44 0.80
HS7 73.8 1.193 356 . 0.86 0.81 0.75 1.02 0.81
IiS3 69.1 1.474 356. 0.90 0.85 0.72 1.07 0.67
HS' 65.8 2.370 418. 0.82 0.79 0.56 0.86 0.63
NS2 30.0 0.944 400. 0.73 0.64 0.59 0.79 0.76
HS5 68.1 0.640 365. 0.98 0.84 1.03 1.27 0.88
HS6 70.0 0.944 489. 0.80 0.69 0.74 0.92 0.88
HS' 69.0 LUI 436. 0.94 0.82 0.82 LIO 0.74
HS9 74.0 1.611 543 . 0.87 0.76 0.68 0.97 0.6 5
HSlO 80.0 2.333 645 . 0.85 0.74 0.60 0.89 0.54
HSll 70.0 0.952 196. 0.94 0.87 0.87 l.07 1.03
HS12 75.0 1.524 258 . 0.85 0.79 0.69 0.94 0.86
HS13 68.0 2.000 267 . 0.87 0.81 0.63 0.96 0.70
USH 72.0 1.474 498. 0.76 0.72 0.68 0.92 0.88
HS15 71.0 1.474 560 . 0.78 0.74 0.75 0.94 0.92
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load. The BS 8110 (1985) and CPllO (1972) assumption tha t punching resistance
is proportional to the cubi c root of the concrete compressive st rengt h can be seen
to be more reasonable.
Chapter 6
PROPOSED MECHANICAL
MODEL
6. 1 Introducti on
T he ex periment81program car ried out on the seventeen concrete slabs has provided
the basis for the proposed mode l. Test result s revealed that the Kinnunen and
Nylander rat ional model still provides th e best account of the punching beh aviour
of concrete d abs. In the present chapte r, a modi fic.ti on an d ada.ptation for the use
of this model for high-st rengt h concret e slabs is presented .
6 .2 Punchin g Failure Mechanism
The slab is d ivided into rigid rad ial segments , ea.ch boun ded by two radial crack
lines, a. part of the initi al circumferential crack and the slab boun dary , as illustra ted
in Fig 6.1. The radial eegmeer rotates around a centre of rotation (C.R.) located
at the face of the column and on the level of the neutr al axis, as proposed by
Sheha ta and Regan [401. This idealized model allows the deformation of the part
of the slab which ill on t he top of the column and bounded by the shear crack .
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Thus, the dowel forces can be directly calculated from the model equilibrium. In
Kinnunen and Nylander's model, this portion of the slab was considered to remain
undeformed in contrad ict ion to test results and t he dowel forces had an establ ished
value of 30 % of the ultimate load.
The angle of the shear crack is hard to determine experimentally. However, the
angle of inclination of the failure surface can be measured. The observed angle ot
the failure surface of high-strength concrete slabs varied between 32 and 38 deg
while the angle ranged between 26 and 30 deg for normal strength concrete, as
ment ioned in sec 5.8. The assumed relation between the average angle of failure
surface and th.e inclinat ion of t he shear crack is illustrated in Fig 6.2.
T he part of the slab between two radial cracks is assumed to rotate as a rigid
body between t he slab edge and the column perimete r. On t he basis of this assurnp-
tion, the concrete and stee l strains can be calculated as a function of the tangen tial
curvat ure of th e slab as shown in Fig 6.3. Hence, the tangential ste el strain (d and
the steel strai n l . at a distance r from the centre of the slab can be calculated from
the following expressions
lot = 4>;, (6. 1)
and
d -x
c, = JP --;:- (6.2 )
Figure 6.1: Modified Kinnunen and Nylander punching model.
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Figure6.2: Failure crackand ,""umed shear crack.
Figure 6.3: Relation between deformations and strains.
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6 .3 Stress-Strain R el a t ionships
T he st ress-s trai n curve (or t he reinfo rcement is assumed to be idea lly elasto-plast ic
with the yield st rain f . y, as shown in Fig 6.4
(6.3)
The concrete st ress strain curves are also assumed to be elasto-plastic, with the
yield strai n tel and ultimate strain feu as shown in Fig 6.4. The concrete 's modul us
of elasticity E. is eq ual to
Ee ::::47001ii (MPa)
6. 4 Forces A ct ing o n a Rad ia l Segment
T he forces on a radia l segment (Fig 6.5) can be summarized as fOUOW9:
1. The external load or (reaction) Pt:.~/27r ,
2. Tangen tial forces in the stee l crossing the radial cracks, dF. 1•
3. Radial forces in t he steel crossing t he inclined crack, dF".
4. Forces in the concrete normal to the radial crack, dF..t-
5. Forces in the concrete at the face of the column, dFer•
6. Dowel forces in the steel crossing the inclined crack, dD.
10) FOR STEEL
\16
oo
oo
W
0:
I-
oo
STRAIN
\b ) FOR HIGH-STRENGTH CONCRET E
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Figure 6.4 : Idealized stress-strain curves tor steel and concrete.
Figure 6.5: Punching failure model and forces.
6.4 .1 Steel Forces
T he idealized stress-s train curve for the reinforcing stee l is shown in Fig 6.4. For
an orthogonal mesh type of reinforcement, with ~;le bars equally spaced in both
direc tions, the effective radial and tangential st eel ra tios are assumed equa l.
From the rigid body rotatio n, the radius withi n which all the Rexural reinforce -
ment yields (r~ ) is
while th e punching radius (rIOt), as illust rate d in Fig 6.2, is equal to
T he total ta ngent ial steel force act ing on a radial segment can be calculated using
the following expressions:
If the radi us or yield is smaller th an the punching radius, i.e. r~ < r w , then
F" 1~' PI t, d dr
PI i ll d r~ ln ~ ,
'.
(6.4)
and if the radius of yield is grea ter than t he punching radius, i.e. r~ ;?:r w, t hen
F" J.~ PI t, d dr + { ' Pt t; d dr
Pt t , d !rll - rw] + r~ln ~ ,
r,
(6.5)
Similarly, t he radial forces in the flexural reinforcement acting on the radial segment
are given by
dF•• = P. j~ d r~ !l.1l •
an d for T v 2:: T",
dF" = P. Iv d r.. 6.41.
The total radial steel forces acting on the segment is equal to
6.4.2 Co nc re te Forces
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(6.6)
(6.7)
(6.6)
Each radial segment is supported by an incl ined compressive force, as shown in
Fig 6.5. T he magnit ude of th is force Can be calculat ed from the max imum concrete
bea-Ing st ress (F ig 6.6) , and hence the ult imate concrete forces at th e column face
dFor can be calculated from the following expression
dFer = q~.. f~ A. ,
where !Th . the ultimate bearing st rength of concrete, is given by
fP· +d "O'b.. = -- :5 1.4J c
-,
and the bearing are a at the column head . Act is
(6.9)
(6.10)
The tangenti'tl concrete force act ing on a radial element at rad ius r and thic kness
dr is
(6. 12)
Figure 6.6: Bearing stress failure at the column face.
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where K~ is a funct ion tha t define the st ress block acco rding to the idealized stress-
st rain curve for concrete shown in Fig 6.4
for f.:::;f:cl
Ior c, > f d
Integrating Eq 6.12 from r = r« to r = T3, gives the value of the tange ntial forces
acti ng on a radial segment
From the rigid body rotation
Eq 6.13 now becomes;
For to < r••; ••~
x
r••, "' !/J - ,
'd
(6.14)
Fel 0.425 I. x~ s: In .3l!!..
f'l ('3E c\
+ 0.85 f. x (r3 - ~)( l - 4~~ (r3+~)) (6.15)
(6.16)
6 .4 .3 Dowel Forces
The dowel forces are calculated from the equ ilibrium o f the wedge elemen t shown
in Fig 6.5
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Hence the do wel forces can be calcu lated using the following express ions
and for r ll 2: T",
dD=O .
6.5 Calculation o f the Ultimate L oad
The thre e eq uilibrium equa tions in a radial pla ne are
(6.18)
(6.19)
dF." cos tl: +Fel = dF.r +F.1t::.p (6.20)
p ~ = sr; sin a +dD (6.21)
p ~ (r" - ro) = (dF•• + dF' 1 A ot».l +dD (r", - ro) (6.22)
where e is the lever arm and is equa l to (d- 0.45%).
By solving these three non lin ear equations, the angle of rotat ion 1/J, the neut ral
axis depth x and the indination of the compressive forces at th e column face 0',
can be dete rmi ned .
6 .6 Failure Criteria
Failure is assu med to occu r when one of t hese crite ria are satis fied:
1. if the yiel ding of tension reinforcement is reached in the whole slab.
2. If the t ange nt ial s t rain at th e colum n per ip hery reac hes a characterist ic value
of 0.0035;
(6.23)
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6 .7 N u mer ical P r oce dure
T his algorithm is desi gned to solve t he basic equ ilibrium equat ions (Ex =0, Ey = 0
and EM =0) of a typical radial segment , These th ree nonlinear equations are given
by Equations 6.20. 6.21 and 6.22 as mentioned earlier. The unknowns in these
equations are P, x, 0", and 1/J. The numerical procedure starts by assuming an
angle of rotation $ . Once the angle of rotation ¢ is assumed, th e three equilibrium
equat ions will provide a solution for the three unknowns values P, x , and a: as
follows:
I. Assume an angle of inclination (0) for the compressive force a t the column
face.
2. Determine t he locat ion of t he neutral axis (:I:) by sat isfying the condi tion
tha t t he total st eel forces are equr" to th e total concrete forces as expressed
in Eq. 6.20.
3. Using Eq. 6.22, find t he value of P.
4. Determin e a second value for the angle (a) from Eq. 6.21.
5. Compare the assumed (0) (rom step (1) with the calcul..·.ed alpha from
step (4). If they are equal, it means that this is the correct angle of io-
dination for the compressive force at the column face. If the two angles are
not equa l, repeat the iteration cycle from step (I ) to (3) ti ll conversion is
accomplished .
After the correct values of P, a, and a are determin ed (or t he assumed rot ation
angle W, the failure criteria must be checked. At failure, the tangen tia l st rain at t he
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column head will reach a limit ing value of 0.0035 as expressed in Eq. 6.23. Several
angles of rotation '" are assumed and the entire numerical cycle will be repeat ed
unt il the failure criteria is satisfied. A compute r prog ram was developed based on
the above procedur e to determine the values of P, 1/J. x, and 0' at failure.
6. 8 Comparison of Test R esults wi th t he As-
su m ed Theoretical Model
A comparison of test results to th e proposed model is shown in Table 6.1. The
proposed model provides bett er result s, when compared with Kinnunen and Ny-
lander's model (271 and Shehata and Regan' s model {40J. The model was also
used to predict t he punching capacity of normal st rength slabs tested by Elstener
and Hognestad [24], Kinnunen and Nylander [271, and Kinnunen . Nylander and
Tolf {53}.The result s are shown in Tables Bl through B3 of Appendix B.
The proposed model yields a.more accurate predict ion of the punching capacity
of concrete slabs in general and high-strength concrete in particular. Although
the proposed model utilizes Shehata and Regan's [401 improvement of the original
Kinnunen and Nylander's model by allowing the deformation of the portion of
the slab which is on the top of the column and bounded by the shear crack. the
proposed model does not recognize the stress gradient at t he failure zone nor the
lateral splitting of concrete as assumed by Shehala and Regan. Rather , it assumes
that the bearing capacity reaches a limiting value at the column face.
The experimental evidence indicated that the failure is localized at the column
face and does not occur over the whole front panel at the column face. Therefore,
the restricted crushing natu re of the concrete at the column face indicates a direct
Table 6.1: Comp&rison of theoretiul m ulti with test result'
Column
Slab d. size, ',. p, r; t, ~ P'~le 1';'."P"6' p.. . . p... ,
no. mm mm mm % MPa. MPa.
NSI 95 1.10 1500 1.47 42.0 '90 0.19 1.04 0.94
HSI 9' 0.89 0.94 0.92
HS2 9' 0.84 70.0 . 0.92 1.05 1.04
HS' 9' 1.19 74.0 0.19 0.94 0.92
HS3 9' 1.47 69.0 0.85 1.04 1.03
HS' 90 2.37 66.0 0.78 0.94 0.92
HS5 120 0.64 68.0 ' 20 1.05 1.02 0.99
HS8 12{} 1.11 69.0 ' 90 1.11 1.15 1.04
HS9 120 1.61 74.0 ' 20 1.15 1.23 1.06
U$10 120 2.33 80.0 1.21 1.33 1.10
HSII '0 0.95 70.0 0.68 0.70 0.78
H512 ' 0 1.52 75.0 0.68 0.70 0.81
HSI3 '0 2.00 68.0 . 0.71 0.76 0.84
8 514 9' 220 1.47 72.0 0.85 0.85 0.97
HS15 95 300 1.47 71.0 0.96 0.87 0.99
I Kinnunen and NylaD.der (1960)
2 Shehata.and ResiUI (1989)
:J Proposed model
12.\
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bearing failure. Test results also showed that the ccecrer e strain m easurements
in the radial direct ion never reached t he value. recommended by Sheha ta and R,,-
gan. Although the radial st rains sometimes exceed the tangential st rains a, the
column face, t his occurs at location s very dose to t he colum n face and exten ds
over a. short distan..:e. Nea.r failure, the .adiM st rains t ends to decrease as observed
experimentally.
T he proposed model d id not assume any lim i ~ing value of th e angle of incline-
tion of the ecrnpressive force at the column face (Q), u in Sheh ata and Regan',
model. Nevertheless, the ang le Q must be established from the model equilibrium
as explained earlier. Accord ing to t he finite element a.n&1yais carried out by She-
bata [39]. t he limiting value of Q = 200 , may only be tr ue for the elastic analysis.
However. near failure . the conc rete adjace nt to the column head is far from elastic.
T hus the assumption of & lim iting value of Q =2~ and consequently t he cccurence
of maximum st resses would not be val id dose to failure.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
T he p resent research invest igation was r-eeried out in three stages, vie., ma terial
investigation, experimental test s on slab and a rationa l model to predict the ult i-
mate capacit y of the tes t slabs. T he material pa rt involved the development of a
high-st rength concrete mix, suitable for offshore applications. The basic mechan-
ical properties were examined. In addition, an experimental program was carried
out to study the effect of cold ocean wat er , simulated unde r laborat ory conditions ,
on the mechanical prope rties of green high-strength concret e containing silica.fume
and fly ash. The experime ntal test carried out on two way slabs incl uded t he study
or the structural behaviou r and streng th characteristics of seventeen two-way slabs
made with high-s trength and nc rn.el strength concr ete subject to punching shear.
In addit ion, a mechanical model based on the test results , strain compatibility and
equilib rium equat ions was proposed . T he following conclusions ca n be drawn from
t he present researc h:
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7.1 Material Investigation
The following conclusions may be reached from the present investigat ion concerning
the effect of cold ocean wate r on high st rength concrete specimens cured for 24 hours
at room temperature and exposed for 91 days.
1. It was possible to produc e high strengt h concrete with the use of rich mix,
12% fly ash, 8% silica fume rep lacement of cement, and low water cement
ratio using local aggregates and cement. The average compressive strength
after 28 days was abou t 70 MPa .
2. The compressive strength was affect 'if by the low tempe rature exposure more
than the modu lus of elasticity. The rate of matu rity was reduced with the
decrease of tem perat ure. However, the compressive strengt h increased with
the increase in exposure time.
3. The empi rical formula suggested by ACI Committee 363, for evaluating the
modulus of elasticity, gave good agreements with the test results, when it
was applied to low temperature exposures as wen <.s to room te mperature
exposure.
4. The modulus of elast icity was slightly affected by t he increase of exposure
tim e and it decreased with the decrease of exposure temp era ture .
5. The charac terist ic shape of the stress -stra in curve for high strength concrete
containi ng silica fume and fly ash was found to be similar to other high
strength port land cement concre te. The recorded ulti mate strain ranged be-
tween 0.0036 at the room temperature to a value of 0.00295 at a temperature
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of-IO"C .
6. Severe surface deterioration was evident in all sp ecimens exposed to cold
ocean temperature of - lO"C after 24 hours of room temperature curing. Th e
deteri orati on was observed after 28 days of exposure and it can be expl ained
to a combination of anlphate attack and ice dama ge.
7 .2 Structural In vest ig at ion on the Two-way Slabs
Tests on seventeen concrete slabs were conducted and the result s obtained have
been presented and discussed in detail. Exten sive measur ements were carried out
to det ermine the slabs deformations, st rains, cracking characteristic s and modes of
failur e. From t he presen t investigation the following conclusions were reached:
1. The two main modes of punching failure of high-strength conc rete slabs may
be classified as flexu re-punchi ng and shear punc hing. However, high-strength
concrete slabs exhibit a.gradual and duct ile punching failur e at relat ively low
reinforcement ra tios (p = 0.64) .
2. As the reinforcement incr eased t he stiffness increased . On the other band the
d uctili ty decreased as th e reinforcement incr eased.
3. The slab duct ility slightly increased with increase in concrete st reng t h.
4. T he slab stiffne~s increased with the increase of the concret e st rengt h but at
a rate less than the ratio of the sq uare root of f~.
5. The concret e stra ins recorded at the compressed face did not develop an
ent irely consistent value at failure. Never theless, these st rains reached the
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highest values adjacen t to th e column. The strai ns in the radi al direct ion
decreases very ra pidly with increasing dista nce from the colum n.
6. The strains at the corner of t he column were higher than those at th e midd le
of the column indicating II. higher st ress concentra tion at the column corner.
7. When punching occurred. the load fell suddenly to 20· 25% of the ultimate
load and a.flat plateau of resistance was reached
8. The obse rved angle of fail ure sur face of high-strength concrete elebe varied
between 32 - 38 deg compar ed with 26 • 30 deg for norma! st rength concrete.
9. The use of the square root of the concrete strength as given in the present
North American Codes, over-est imat es th e inHuence of this parameter on t he
punching shear capacity of two-way slabs.
10. Moe's (1961) equation can't be applied to predict the punching shear capacity
of high -strengt h concrete.
11. The Br itish codes (CPllO and B58110) assumpt ion tha t punching resistance
is proportion al to the cub ic root of t he concrete compressive st rengt h gives
a bet ter predictio n of the pu nching shear of high-strengt h concre te slabs. It
provided a consist ent remits when compared with the experimental result s.
12. Based on the st rain meas ure ments and test resu lts , a mechan ica l model was
developed to predict the ult imat e capacity of high-strength two-way sla bs.
The model uses the strain compatibilit y and equilibrium equa tions of an as-
sumed failure criteria. A new formul ations for the concrete and stee l forces
were developed. In addition, a new assumed failure crite ria is prop osed; failure
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is assume d to occur if the st rains at the column prelpb ery reached a charac -
te ristic value of 0.0035. The ultimate bearing strength at the column head
does not recognize t he latera l splitt ing of conc rete as assumed by Shehata and
Regan. Rat her, it assumes a local bearing type cf failuee at the coulmn head,
T h e proposed mode l provided good agreement with test results . Also, it gave
a better predict ion of the ultimat e loads than Kinnunen and Nylander, and
Sh ,~hata and Regan 's proposed models.
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Chemical and Physical Analysis
of Portland Cement and
Supplementary Cementitious
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Tabl e A. I: Chemical analysis of por tland cement and supplementary cement it ious
ma te rials
eSA
Description of Test Type 10 Fly Silica
"Cemen t A,h Fume
C hemical Analy sis, %
Si02 20.20 44.93 95.41
Ah 0 3 5.90 27.79 1.09
FC203 2.20 19.06 0.00
eaO 62.80 0.92 0.32
MgO 1.40 1.44 0.73
Na20 0.10 0.82
/(20 1.26 0.54 0.61
SO, 4.0 0.43 0.24
Mn20 3 0.67
Loss of Ignit ion 2.10 2.88 l.80
Tot al 100.0 99.48 99.20
SiD, +Ah03+Fe203 91.80
Potential Compound Composition. %
C4 AF 8.70
C, A 6.90
C,S 49.00
c.s 22.70
C3S+C2S 71.70
• As man ufact ured in Newfoun dland
1"
Table A.2: Physical analysi s of portland cement and supplementary cement itious
materials
eSA
Descripti on of Test Type 10 Fly Silica
"Cement A,h Fum e
Phy sical Tests • General
T ime or set (Vical Needle, min.)
Initial 115.0
Final 220.0
Fineness: .45 1ltn 81.7
Blaine Surface Area mt/kg 376.0
% retained on 45 JJrn by wet I·U)
sieving
Fineness 2O,OOOm' jkg
Water Requirement, % 92.0 139
pozzolan ic Activity Index with :
Portland Cement at 28-d, % 99.0 119.1
Lime. MPa 6.7 12.5
Physic.al'Iest s . Mort ar Compressive
st rength. Mfa
3·d 28.0
7-d 32.2
28-d 37.3
•As manu acturee 10 Ne w cuncrenc
Appendix B
Comparison of Theoretical
Results with Others ' Test Results
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,4<
TaMe 8 .1: CompuillOu of l heoretil:a.l resul ts with Elsl ncr and Hognestad's l~t
results
Column
Slab d, Mil! .
'"
p. 1'" t•. ~ P~I. ~ .Pl••e P,... P;::
Authors nn. mm mm mm % MP. MP.
Elstner A-Ia 117 254 1780 US 14.1 332 1.05 0.90 0.96
and A· lb 25.2 1.00 0.92 0.97
Hognestad A-Ie . 29.0 1.06 0.98 1.01
A-ld 36.8 1.13 1.03 1.03
A-Ie 20.2 0.98 0.89 0.94
A·2a II ' 2.47 13.7 321 1.17 L07 LIS
A·2b 19.5 1.10 1.05 1.11
A-2c 11. 37,5 1.20 1.19 1.2,5
A·7b 28.0 0.98 0.96 1.03
A-3a 3.7 12.8 1.20 1.13 1.21
A·3b 22.6 1.18 1.23 1.19
A·3< 26.6 1.05 1.10 1.14
A·3d II. 34.s 1.14 1.20 1.24
A·' Il7 3,. 1.15 26.2 1.13 0.94 0.94
A·, II' 2.47 27.8 1.2 7 1.07 U 2
B·9 114 ~ 2.00 43.9 341 1.09 1.06 1.11B-ll II' 3.00 13.5 .08 1.25 1.25 1.23
8 -14 II. 3.00 SO., 325 1.17 1.20 1.14
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Table 8 .2: Comparison of theoret ical results with Kinnune n and Ny lander's test
results
Column
Slab d, size,
'"
p, 1'" f .. P1..'e P,,'J,.'e
PZc lc
Pl••! Pl ..l P I" l
Auth ors no. mm mm mm % MPa MPa
Kinnunen 5 111 . 150 rP 1710 0.80 21.8 441 l.00 0.97 0.75
and 6 118 .150 4> 1710 0.79 27.2 454 0.95 0.92 0.70
Nylander 24 128 ,p300 . 1110 1.01 27.4 455 0.93 0.99 0.99
25 124 4> 300 ¢> 1710 1.04 26.0 451 0.92 0.96 0.99
32 123 .300 ,p I710 0.49 27.3 448 0.96 0.89 0.90
33 125 . 300 rP 1710 0.48 27.6 462 0.99 0.93 0.93
Table B. 3: Comp arison of theoret ical results with Kinnunen, Nylande r and Tolf's
test results
Column
Slab d, size,
'"
p, 1'" f" n: n:
P,,3c1c
P"..l Pl .. l P lOOf
Authors no. mm mm mm % MPa MPa
Kinnunen, b-! 100 rP 125 '" 1200 0.80 29.6 106 1.13 1.29 1.07
Nylander s.s 99 . 125 . 1200 0.81 23.7 101 1.15 1.32 1.10
and b-S 200 . 250 ¢> 2400 0.80 25.2 651 1.47 1.49 1.28
Tolf b-f 199 . 250 rP 2400 0.80 23.1 610 1,43 1.47 1.27
b·13 98 ¢ 125
'"1200 0.35 27.6 720 1.06 1.04 0.90
b·14 99 . 125 rP 1200 0.34 26.1 112 l.03 1.00 0.89
b·17 200 0/1 250 I/J 2400 0.34 26.7 668 1.18 1.04 1.00
b·18 191 0/1 250 ¢ 2400 0.35 25.1 664 1.27 1.13 1.02
r, = 0.83 fcuh
I Kinnunen and Nylander (1960)
1 Shehata and Regan (1989)
J Proposed mo del (1990)




